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I)  Synonyms Based MCQs (All questions / options - 200 / 0 ) 0 Marks
1) I was afraid you were a solicitor or a stockbroker.

a)  doctor b)  dentist c)  lawyer d)  judge

Correct Answer
lawyer
2) Chip's intonation was extravagantly imitated.

a)  slowly b)  sluggishly c)  slightly d)  excessively 

Correct Answer
excessively 
3) In China individual has been rescued from the aftermath of unfortunate heritage.

a)  separated b)  pushed c)  saved d)  burred

Correct Answer
saved
4) The pedesterain came by me without looking at me.

a)  walker b)  tramp c)  wanderer d)  boy

Correct Answer
walker
5) The Chinese regime has set up a minimum subsistence.

a)  sustenance b)  defance c)  attack d)  decision

Correct Answer
sustenance
6) Absolutely nothing of any consequence, my dear fellow.

a)  result b)  fear c)  trouble d)  significance

Correct Answer
result
7) No many people still alive could boast a thing like that.

a)  like b)  claim c)  exaggerate d)  see

Correct Answer
exaggerate
8) Ralston claimed to have doubled the school endowent.

a)  strength b)  studies c)  classes d)  donation

Correct Answer
donation
9) Indeed for the most part empty space is so cold that life would be frozen.

a)  measured b)  chilled c)  boiled d)  mingled

Correct Answer
chilled
10) But he resaw the glorious hump of the Gable.

a)  dismal b)  grand c)  dark d)  shining

Correct Answer
grand
11) It was unbearably stifling in the driver's cabin.

a)  comfortable b)  uncomfortable c)  suffocating d)  cold

Correct Answer
suffocating
12) They are the children whose eyes stare as if blind.

a)  look b)  surprise c)  astonish d)  seen

Correct Answer
look
13) Christopher performed useful service in helping the greaser with this arduous operation.

a)  major b)  wholesome c)  difficult d)  funny

Correct Answer
difficult
14) It is always to the detriment of their wealth.

a)  image b)  improvement c)  value d)  damage

Correct Answer
damage
15) Ralston's successor was a man named Chatteris.

a)  oppreasor b)  rictor c)  descendant d)  forerunner

Correct Answer
descendant



16) Fleming was not happy in the limelight.

a)  laboratory b)  politics c)  war d)  fame

Correct Answer
fame
17) There was the shrill whine of anti-aircraft shell.

a)  fire b)  guns c)  cry d)  fear 

Correct Answer
cry
18) Mr. Welldon showed discernmet in judging my general ability.

a)  understanding b)  hatred c)  love d)  development

Correct Answer
understanding
19) Ralston was thoroughly upoplular at Brookfield.

a)  little b)  completely c)  scarcely d)  hardly

Correct Answer
completely
20) Collingwood was a cheeky boy.

a)  strong b)  talented c)  rude d)  obedient

Correct Answer
rude
21) He experienced a curious longing.

a)  mighty b)  keen c)  knotty d)  serious

Correct Answer
keen
22) Brookfield looked russet under its autumn mantle of creeper.

a)  aroma b)  fragrance c)  flowers d)  covering

Correct Answer
covering
23) Abd-al-Rehman was a youth of exceptional nerve and ability. 

a)  Good b)  little c)  strong d)  extraordinary

Correct Answer
extraordinary
24) He published his findings.

a)  Promoted b)  printed c)  exited d)  simplified

Correct Answer
printed
25) He was efficient, ruthless, ambitious but not somehow, very likeable.

a)  brutal b)  sharp c)  aspiring d)  angry 

Correct Answer
brutal
26) However heretical he might be about the Bores. He was orthdox about Mr. Lloyd George and the famous budget.

a)  unorthodox b)  conventional c)  angry d)  happy

Correct Answer
unorthodox
27) Chips went for a cure to wisebaden.

a)  drama b)  rest c)  comfort d)  treatment

Correct Answer
comfort
28) I get up at 6 O' clock in the morning; do a few chores in the house.

a)  tasks b)  secrets c)  exercises d)  tricks

Correct Answer
tasks
29) Nothing really wrong with him only annodomini.

a)  germ b)  disease c)  virus d)  advanced age

Correct Answer
advanced age
30) He and his successors down to Abdul Rehman.

a)  followers b)  reader c)  leader d)  return

Correct Answer
followers
31) Muscles are destroyed and bones deformed.

a)  strenghtened b)  grew c)  deshaped d)  designed

Correct Answer
deshaped
32) The universe is entirely frightening.

a)  fully b)  partially c)  lquietly d)  carefully

Correct Answer
fully
33) Malaria was rampant in England in the age of Pasteur.



a)  spreading b)  scarce c)  non existent d)  harmful

Correct Answer
spreading
34) Besides, he would not sever himself completely.

a)  enjoy b)  communicate c)  separate d)  devote

Correct Answer
separate
35) A pleasant placid life.

a)  lonely b)  peaceful c)  warm d)  aggressive

Correct Answer
peaceful
36) One knows every worthless volume that is bought finds its way to a shelf and stays there.

a)  valuables b)  dear c)  costly d)  insignificant

Correct Answer
insignificant
37) The writer couldn't consume the books.

a)  take care of b)  burn up c)  study d)  store

Correct Answer
burn up
38) Chips made desultory notes in an exercise book.

a)  random b)  solitary c)  monologue d)  purposeful

Correct Answer
random
39) They came to the small dependent village and the open fen country.

a)  dry b)  green c)  wet d)  bushy

Correct Answer
wet
40) Meanwhile, his thirst grew fierce.

a)  rapid b)  less c)  more d)  intense

Correct Answer
intense
41) I was  destined to journey.

a)  asked b)  doomed c)  ordered d)  prevented

Correct Answer
doomed
42) If there had been enough availability, the ports could not cope with all the ships.

a)  handle b)  responsible c)  send d)  free

Correct Answer
handle
43) Until mid-Victorian days, the school declined.

a)  improved b)  increased c)  denied d)  weaken

Correct Answer
weaken
44) They became hysterical.

a)  brave b)  crazy c)  horrified d)  abnormal 

Correct Answer
crazy
45) That the trivial cause of so many momenteous happenings was one thing of which details evaded him.

a)  dreadful b)  significant c)  ordinary d)  petty

Correct Answer
significant
46) You can go to blazes for all I care.

a)  flames b)  flowers c)  fortress d)  forest

Correct Answer
flames
47) The Padishah himself alike eager to collaborate with the Allies.

a)  cooperate b)  against c)  enemy d)  friend

Correct Answer
cooperate
48) Under the resolute mask that you show your friends is there really a shrinking and contemptible coward.

a)  hateful b)  helpful c)  brave d)  lovable

Correct Answer
hateful
49) His room was furnished simply.

a)  decorated b)  small c)  big d)  large

Correct Answer
decorated
50) He remained a conservative in politics.

a)  old fashioned b)  corrupt c)  eloquent d)  steadfast

Correct Answer



old fashioned
51) Give your enthusiasm to Brookfield!

a)  zeal b)  knowledge c)  lectures d)  books

Correct Answer
zeal
52) Rarely did he read more than a page.

a)  scarcely b)  always c)  many times d)  sometimes

Correct Answer
scarcely
53) Turkish patriotism was no longer vague and undecided.

a)  obsecure b)  defeated c)  enraged d)  objected

Correct Answer
obsecure
54) Incidentally there arrived from nowhere in particular a blot and several smudges.

a)  always b)  truly c)  by chance d)  suddenly

Correct Answer
by chance
55) Lister's aim was the prevention of disease.

a)  Stopping b)  reading c)  growth d)  weakening

Correct Answer
Stopping
56) His dream had been to get a headship eventually.

a)  finally b)  slowly c)  gradually d)  certainly

Correct Answer
finally
57) I gained an immense advantage over the cleverer boys.

a)  great b)  small c)  simple d)  acute

Correct Answer
great
58) Turkish nation is determined to maintain its right as a sovereign independent state.

a)  resolved b)  united c)  happy d)  ready

Correct Answer
resolved
59) The heat was incredible.

a)  increasing b)  decreasing c)  credible d)  unbeliveable

Correct Answer
unbeliveable
60) .....Very likely, before you were six years old.

a)  probable b)  rare c)  strange d)  unusual

Correct Answer
probable
61) I plodded consciously through the twenty six letters.

a)  moved b)  stopped c)  knowingly d)  went

Correct Answer
knowingly
62) Pasteur abolished these superstitious for ever.

a)  false beliefs b)  dreams c)  ideas d)  matters

Correct Answer
false beliefs
63) He remembered that day of his preliminary interview.

a)  written b)  first c)  oral d)  final

Correct Answer
first
64) And it was Mr. Meldrum's predecessor Mr. Wetherby who first approved my syllabus.

a)  forerunner b)  heir c)  student d)  master 

Correct Answer
forerunner
65) He was not very articulate.

a)  fluent b)  mute c)  silent d)  handsome

Correct Answer
fluent
66) Some fearful, devastating scourge I know;

a)  pain b)  magic c)  disease d)  headache

Correct Answer
disease
67) It involves an utterly different approach.

a)  merely b)  completely c)  newly d)  surely

Correct Answer
completely
68) The most dangerous stage of the journey now had to be endured.



a)  cleared b)  borne c)  born d)  found

Correct Answer
borne
69) Such nervous habits cannot be eradicated by anyone but the boy himself.

a)  educated b)  polished c)  nourished d)  uprooted

Correct Answer
uprooted
70) The voice it heralded sounded in my ears.

a)  picture b)  view c)  bell d)  call

Correct Answer
call

71) The daily grind of school, with its abundant homework, its fierce competition the sense of never being able to relax, pressed heavily
upon me.

a)  relaxed b)  tough c)  interesting d)  difficult

Correct Answer
tough
72) The writer held his money in a cramped ball.

a)  folded b)  broken c)  painted d)  polished

Correct Answer
folded
73) The sand is constantly encroaching the town.

a)  intruding b)  going c)  moving d)  supplying

Correct Answer
intruding
74) The idea of generosity were becoming rare in frantic world.

a)  charming b)  amusing c)  mad d)  beautiful

Correct Answer
mad
75) The Turks were infuriated by the occupation.

a)  Angry b)  happy c)  sad d)  helpful

Correct Answer
Angry
76) The universe is frightening because of its immense distance.

a)  small b)  huge c)  no d)  minor

Correct Answer
huge
77) From the simple organisms came a stream of life.

a)  series b)  chain c)  river d)  wave

Correct Answer
chain
78) Dehydration has proved a practical method of preservation.

a)  adding water b)  preservation c)  quick freeze method d)  removal of water

Correct Answer
removal of water
79) Europe was politically upheaved in 1838.

a)  enlisted b)  joined c)  deelined d)  put in difficulity

Correct Answer
put in difficulity
80) The autumn gales rattled the windows.

a)  shut b)  opened c)  clang d)  broke

Correct Answer
clang
81) Even the wives of the masters, tempted at first to be jealous of some one so young and lovely.

a)  lovely b)  found c)  urged d)  remained

Correct Answer
urged
82) I have been induced to come to the opinion that it must have been there all the time.

a)  thinking b)  convinced c)  felt d)  sensed

Correct Answer
convinced
83) The manager thought I was a detective.

a)  manager b)  administrator c)  spy d)  millionaire

Correct Answer
spy
84) Chips took up isolated words out of that extraordinary indictment.

a)  praise b)  blame c)  fun d)  speech 

Correct Answer
blame
85) Ghardia was a typical desert town.

a)  specific b)  peaceful c)  serene d)  busy
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Correct Answer
specific
86) Cultural revolution freed china from cumbersome bureaucracy.

a)  efficient b)  lazy c)  inefficient d)  burdensome

Correct Answer
inefficient
87) The boy must make himself cultivate a poise and calm that the smothers the fidgets.

a)  dullness b)  restlessness c)  faculty d)  inability

Correct Answer
restlessness
88) Providentially, pasteur's mind was not injured.

a)  clearly b)  consequently c)  immediately d)  fortunately

Correct Answer
fortunately
89) Sleep again if you inclined.

a)  Treble b)  Feel afraid c)  choose d)  feel pain 

Correct Answer
choose
90) They all went on to learn Latin and Greek and splended things like that.

a)  sad b)  glorious c)  good d)  such

Correct Answer
glorious
91) The nation's rights have been violated.

a)  broken b)  preserved c)  honoured d)  observed

Correct Answer
broken
92) Their culture plates were never contaminated.

a)  cleaned b)  washed c)  used d)  polluted

Correct Answer
polluted
93) The subjects which were dearest to the examiners were almost invariably those I fancied least.

a)  liked b)  read c)  ignored d)  adopted

Correct Answer
liked
94) Windows and doors must have wire-gauze shutters.

a)  filters b)  fence c)  curtains d)  blinds

Correct Answer
blinds
95) In the listlessnes of despair, I again turned over the pages.

a)  worriedness b)  weariness c)  enjoyment d)  limitlessness

Correct Answer
weariness
96) It was the strongest weapon yet forged in the fight of disease.

a)  Proposed b)  called c)  hot d)  discussed

Correct Answer
Proposed
97) His eyes blinded by the constant flashing of the official souvenir.

a)  remembrance b)  near c)  remote d)  professional

Correct Answer
remembrance
98) The acute stage would commence in about another fortnight.

a)  best b)  intense c)  favourite d)  medium

Correct Answer
intense
99) Wetherby was very fatherly.

a)  loathsome b)  ugly c)  strict d)  affectionate

Correct Answer
affectionate
100) Her voice in my ears sounded like a summons to damnation.

a)  purgation b)  purification c)  justification d)  condemnation

Correct Answer
condemnation
101) He grasped the fact that his education was a great drain on the family funds.

a)  wrote b)  understood c)  took d)  told

Correct Answer
understood
102) For a whole day the school centered emotionally upon his anxieties.

a)  joys b)  fears c)  concerns d)  efforts

Correct Answer



fears
103) I learned it thoroughly.

a)  completely b)  shortly c)  greatly d)  really

Correct Answer
completely
104) Dunster put a rat in loft of Organ.

a)  tune b)  wire c)  song d)  room

Correct Answer
room
105) Merivale was there, stooping over him.

a)  Kicking b)  leaning over c)  walking over d)  insulting

Correct Answer
leaning over
106) There were tumultuous cheeres.

a)  loud b)  low c)  expected d)  rejected 

Correct Answer
loud
107) Sewage from all sections is carried through sealed pipes.

a)  water supply b)  used water c)  fresh water d)  rain water

Correct Answer
used water
108) Mr. Somervell was a delightful man.

a)  intelligent b)  cheerful c)  attractive d)  harsh

Correct Answer
cheerful
109) Chips was standing in a trance.

a)  half conscious b)  state c)  happy d)  in sad mood

Correct Answer
half conscious
110) So clearly it lingered that time of dizzy happiness, those evening strolls.

a)  winds b)  walks c)  lesson d)  readings

Correct Answer
walks
111) They evacuated the important Baghdad Railway junction at Estishire.

a)  occupied b)  captured c)  vacated d)  surrendered

Correct Answer
vacated
112) He was a quiet conventional person.

a)  smart b)  traditional c)  old d)  learned

Correct Answer
traditional
113) Penciling had no toxic effect.

a)  Poison b)  dangerous c)  effective d)  soothing

Correct Answer
Poison
114) If the wheels have been allowed to spin they would have been doing deeper in the sand.

a)  rotate b)  encircle c)  swim d)  swipe

Correct Answer
rotate
115) A few lazy bufflers drift into college.

a)  cheaters b)  players c)  youth d)  workers

Correct Answer
cheaters
116) It is not of much value unless he possesses the physical vigour.

a)  courage b)  energy c)  allergy d)  weakness

Correct Answer
energy
117) Their living power consisted chiefly in their being able to reproduce themselves before dying.

a)  put birth b)  bring birth c)  give birth d)  call birth

Correct Answer
give birth
118) Summoning up my courage to take the plunge and quailing from it at the last moment.

a)  fearing b)  worrying c)  throbbing d)  jumping

Correct Answer
fearing
119) I am probably the only man in the world who has a vivid recollection of old Whetherby.

a)  vague b)  clear c)  obscure d)  complex

Correct Answer
clear
120) Its Mao's famous saying "Rely on your own froces''.



a)  machines b)  tools c)  resources d)  methods

Correct Answer
resources 
121) An unguessed epilogue.

a)  last part b)  first part c)  middle part d)  news

Correct Answer
last part
122) But in doing so slipped himself, and wrenched his ankle.

a)  tool b)  twisted c)  rubbed d)  bruised

Correct Answer
twisted
123) You ignore my instruction in a way, which in a young man, I should regret as rank in subordination.

a)  defiance b)  praise c)  confusion d)  laziness 

Correct Answer
defiance
124) Most people, especially non-bookish people are very reluctant to throw away anything that looks like a book.

a)  ready b)  hesitant c)  happy d)  clear

Correct Answer
hesitant
125) Chips remembered funny anecdotes.

a)  tales b)  jokes c)  essays d)  adventures

Correct Answer
tales
126) The explosion still continued deafeningly.

a)  loudly b)  slowly c)  hardly d)  peculiarly 

Correct Answer
loudly
127) High explosives were used extensively.

a)  Generally b)  usually c)  freely d)  slowly

Correct Answer
Generally
128) He had for some reason been afflicted with an acute desire to depreciate himself and all his attainments.

a)  friends b)  achievements c)  fellows d)  students

Correct Answer
achievements
129) Death rate has been reduced by epidemic control.

a)  spreding disease b)  slow disease c)  problem d)  expenditure

Correct Answer
spreding disease
130) There are no neon - sign in China.

a)  shining b)  dull c)  painted d)  boarded

Correct Answer
shining
131) Experiments gave way to the next.

a)  fight b)  discourage c)  attempt d)  surrender

Correct Answer
surrender
132) Because he had been ragged there is a good deal.

a)  liked b)  paid c)  teased d)  disliked

Correct Answer
teased
133) Chips kept up concern in his books.

a)  reading b)  writing c)  generosity d)  curiosity 

Correct Answer
curiosity 
134) They issued orders that the ship of Mustafa Kamal should be intercepted.

a)  Liberated b)  interfered c)  destroyed d)  stopped

Correct Answer
interfered
135) Read Mao's famous maxim'' Rely on your forces''.

a)  saying b)  action c)  proceeding d)  process

Correct Answer
saying
136) The school went up and down dwindling almost to non-existence at one time.

a)  improving b)  increasing c)  decreasing d)  reading

Correct Answer
decreasing
137) Even in the streets of Anatolia towns their bearing changed.

a)  attitude b)  clothes c)  garments d)  dealing



Correct Answer
attitude
138) There was a low that permitted praticians to marry plebians.

a)  poor citizens b)  aristocrats c)  rulers d)  Germans

Correct Answer
aristocrats
139) It needs suitable physical conditions.

a)  appropriate b)  pleasant c)  fine d)  harmonious

Correct Answer
appropriate

140) It was not a very long speech, but it had a many good jokes in it and was made twice as long, perhaps, by the laugher that impeded
its progress.

a)  hindered b)  beautiful c)  hastened d)  completed

Correct Answer
hindered
141) For Chips, in any social or academic sense was just as respectable.

a)  moral b)  scholarly c)  ethical d)  formal

Correct Answer
scholarly 
142) A congress of delegates to represent the real, free Turkey should be called as quickly as possible.

a)  officers b)  soldiers c)  representatives d)  traders

Correct Answer
representatives
143) The first shock, and then the first optimism.

a)  criticism b)  despair c)  pessimism d)  hopefulness 

Correct Answer
hopefulness 
144) The desert keeps tightening its strangle.

a)  grip b)  dark c)  clumsy d)  dune

Correct Answer
grip
145) The flexible Chinese bamboo curtain was countered by a Western curtain of rigid disregard.

a)  elastic b)  flattered c)  related d)  fixed

Correct Answer
elastic
146) I gazed for two whole hours at this sad spectacle.

a)  counted b)  thought c)  wrote d)  looked

Correct Answer
looked
147) Today we are better able to explain happenings which used to be considered strange and mysterious.

a)  unknown b)  wonderful c)  grand d)  evident

Correct Answer
unknown 
148) She would announce in deep, funeral tones.

a)  gloomy b)  happy c)  real d)  musical

Correct Answer
gloomy
149) Mr. Somervell was a delightful man to whom my debt is great.

a)  gratefulness b)  thankfulness c)  time d)  ability

Correct Answer
thankfulness
150) There is no substitute for health.

a)  alternate b)  equal c)  treatment d)  arrangement

Correct Answer
alternate
151) The Greeks fought with the reckless abandon.

a)  Zeal b)  cowardice c)  vigilance d)  caution

Correct Answer
cowardice
152) Cartwright was whispering to Merirale.

a)  condoling b)  advising c)  murmuring d)  soothing 

Correct Answer
murmuring
153) We were considered such dunces that we could learn only English.

a)  fool b)  intelligent c)  clever d)  bold

Correct Answer
fool
154) Whetherby himself was very fatherly and courteous.

a)  polite b)  strict c)  old d)  weak

Correct Answer



polite
155) In 1865, the Government asked Pasteur to investigate the disease.

a)  know b)  inquire to c)  end d)  cure

Correct Answer
inquire to
156) Snobbish people confessed that they rather thought they had heard of it.

a)  arrogant b)  rich c)  honest d)  sick

Correct Answer
arrogant
157) There is much evidence of the influence of the father on the son.

a)  property b)  proof c)  character d)  quality

Correct Answer
proof
158) The temperature in the surrounding stars is four degrees above absolute zero.

a)  defective b)  incomplete c)  total d)  perfect

Correct Answer
perfect
159) This was the result of mysterious epidemic of silkworm diseases.

a)  incomprehenshible b)  great c)  dangerous d)  open

Correct Answer
incomprehenshible
160) To all who are detected in any deliberately furtive act.

a)  strong b)  weak c)  secret d)  open

Correct Answer
secret
161) On an inspiration he tore the turban he was wearing into four strips.

a)  motivation b)  idea c)  indication d)  awareness

Correct Answer
idea
162) All her ideas and opinions she poured out to Chips during those summer afternoons.

a)  exposed b)  wrote c)  sent d)  erased

Correct Answer
exposed
163) The gignatic Chinese social experiment does not only concern Asia.

a)  mysterious b)  brave c)  radical d)  colossal

Correct Answer
colossal
164) In 1876 Pasteur's work on brewing has been of tremendous value in the brewing industry.

a)  great b)  some c)  usual d)  little

Correct Answer
great
165) The sun and the other stars are extremely hot.

a)  mainly b)  only c)  greatly d)  mildly

Correct Answer
greatly
166) He acquitted me, apparently.

a)  released b)  quitted c)  warned d)  understood

Correct Answer
released
167) He had for some reason been afflicted with an acute desire to depreciate himself and all his attainments.

a)  depressed b)  troubled c)  liked d)  hated

Correct Answer
troubled
168) He found plenty to do.

a)  a lot of work b)  work c)  nothing d)  duty 

Correct Answer
a lot of work
169) I improvised a sack, stuffed the books into it, put it over my shoulder.

a)  tied b)  prepared c)  caught d)  contrived

Correct Answer
contrived
170) Week by week little encounters increased.

a)  functions b)  fights c)  meetings d)  attacks

Correct Answer
fights
171) I did not feel myself at any disadvantage.

a)  loss b)  benefit c)  trouble d)  problem

Correct Answer
loss
172) The armies of the democrates had been hailed as deliverers.



a)  liberators b)  defeated c)  enemies d)  fighters

Correct Answer
liberators
173) Why should argue with a person that he should eat onions when he detests them.

a)  dislikes b)  appreciates c)  enjoys d)  dismounts

Correct Answer
dislikes
174) Everyone was certain that the East end lads would be hooligans.

a)  decent b)  smarter c)  players d)  bullies

Correct Answer
bullies
175) The camels made for the nearest depression.

a)  pool b)  well c)  hollow d)  steam

Correct Answer
hollow
176) Today we are better able to explain happenings which used to be considered strange and mysterious.

a)  events b)  chances c)  stories d)  tales

Correct Answer
events
177) And so it stood, a warm radiance.

a)  shadow b)  darkness c)  gloom d)  light

Correct Answer
light
178) Everyone summoned to assemble in the big hall.

a)  ordered b)  forced c)  called d)  suggested

Correct Answer
called
179) Practice was one big obstacle.

a)  Worry b)  suspense c)  hindrance d)  facility

Correct Answer
hindrance
180) In the past a disease usually spread through community.

a)  village b)  city c)  society d)  home

Correct Answer
society
181) And so it stood, a warm and vivid patch in his life, casting a radiance that glowed in a thousand recollections.

a)  light b)  beam c)  ray d)  clear

Correct Answer
beam
182) She said with mock gravity.

a)  truth b)  smile c)  laugh d)  seriousness

Correct Answer
seriousness
183) Famine has been a problem since the begining of time.

a)  hunger b)  feminine c)  loss d)  thirst

Correct Answer
hunger
184) Chips said that he know the dilatoriness.

a)  knowledge b)  activity c)  laziness d)  ignorance 

Correct Answer
laziness
185) Accession of the Abbasids to the caliphate was signalized by a ruthless extermination.

a)  depreciate b)  distinguished c)  reported d)  appreciated

Correct Answer
distinguished
186) The French Academy offered a prize for the solution of the problem whether spontaneous generation was or was not a fact.

a)  active b)  inactive c)  automatic d)  irregular

Correct Answer
automatic
187) The talented students won prizes and distinction for writing pithy Greek epigrams.

a)  proverbs b)  sentences c)  clauses d)  plays

Correct Answer
proverbs
188) In an expression of world gratitude the Pasteur Institute was built in Paris.

a)  thankfulness b)  remembering c)  praise d)  approval

Correct Answer
thankfulness
189) I would whip them hard for not learning English.

a)  reward b)  punish c)  invite d)  encourage



Correct Answer
punish
190) You are one of Pakistan's men, I presume.

a)  assume b)  prescribe c)  described d)  feel

Correct Answer
assume
191) Today babies are born in hospitals where there is little likelihood of their getting a disease.

a)  chance b)  surity c)  effort d)  safety

Correct Answer
chance
192) The house itself was ugly and pretentious.

a)  affected b)  hateful c)  pompous d)  frightening

Correct Answer
pompous
193) I plodded consciously through the twenty six letters.

a)  moved b)  stopped c)  struggled d)  went

Correct Answer
struggled
194) Why this invidious reservation.

a)  thinking b)  talk c)  planning d)  limitation

Correct Answer
limitation
195) The flexible Chinese bamboo curtain was countered a Western curtain of rigid disregard.

a)  attacked b)  against c)  flowered d)  understand

Correct Answer
against
196) There were lamp boys who would clean and trim the light lamps.

a)  prune b)  light c)  full d)  shut 

Correct Answer
prune
197) The rebel must report himself immediately to Istanbul.

a)  Commander b)  soldier c)  killer d)  revolted

Correct Answer
revolted
198) The merciful ushers collected my paper.

a)  attendants b)  soldiers c)  teachers d)  actors

Correct Answer
attendants
199) The examinations were a great trial to me.

a)  interest b)  difficulty c)  ordeal d)  enjoyment

Correct Answer
difficulty
200) Tear brought a thousand tangled recollections of old times.

a)  reminiscene b)  ideas c)  pictures d)  horrifies

Correct Answer
ideas
II)  Preposition Based MCQs (All questions / options - 100 / 0 ) 0 Marks
1) A private stationed at a big military camp near Brookfield called _________ Chips.

a)  off b)  on c)  out d)  for

Correct Answer
on
2) His two companions took ____________ their turbans.

a)  off b)  on c)  to d)  up

Correct Answer
off
3) A neat score _____ the Jokers who had sent the boy over.

a)  Of b)  With c)  On d)  Off

Correct Answer
Off
4) ---there's a lot --------- flu.

a)  behind b)  with c)  of d)  from

Correct Answer
of
5) Mr.chipping,have you ever thought,you would like -------- retire?

a)  to b)  of c)  between d)  from

Correct Answer
to
6) The yarn was passed __________ .

a)  on b)  in c)  at d)  of

Correct Answer



on
7) On the appointed day, Pasteur appeared loaded ___________ apparatus.

a)  with b)  of c)  for d)  from

Correct Answer
with
8) Chips changed his more commodious apartments in school House ________ his old original bachelor quarters.

a)  into b)  for c)  on d)  at

Correct Answer
for
9) The manager called __________ the accountant.

a)  on b)  off c)  to d)  up

Correct Answer
to
10) I prevented __________ growing more rapid.

a)  from b)  on c)  to d)  of

Correct Answer
from
11) Cordova yielded __________ magnificence only to Baghdad and Constantinopole.

a)  out b)  in c)  up d)  for

Correct Answer
in
12) The women got up even during the night to supply the worms __________ fresh mulberry leaves.

a)  to b)  with c)  on d)  at

Correct Answer
with
13) Her young idealism worked __________ his maturity.

a)  up b)  out c)  upon d)  at

Correct Answer
upon
14) He kept watch _________ see that their plates were never empty.

a)  at b)  of c)  to d)  in

Correct Answer
to
15) The diagnosis seems in every case to corresponds exactly __________ all the sensations.

a)  by b)  with c)  on d)  from

Correct Answer
with
16) Fleming reminded doctors _________ the greatest importance of the natural defences of the body.

a)  for b)  to c)  of d)  on

Correct Answer
of
17) And Merivale was there, stooping ____ him and smiling.

a)  at b)  in c)  by d)   over 

Correct Answer
 over 
18) He set ___________ work to tackle the problem of wound infection.

a)  down b)  to c)  back d)  up

Correct Answer
to
19) What a crowd of emotions clung _________ him as to their last home.

a)  with b)  to c)  into d)  by

Correct Answer
to
20) It dawned __________ him suddenly that there was the 'rope'.

a)  to b)  on c)  at d)  with

Correct Answer
on
21) The sacrifices of one generation should so cancel ____ those of another.

a)  To b)  With c)  Out d)  Off 

Correct Answer
Out
22) How often had I stood outside sweet shops with empty pockets longing ________ a penny or two.

a)  for b)  to c)  of d)  over

Correct Answer
for
23) A British motor ambulance drew __________ at a side-door of the palace.

a)  up b)  out c)  into d)  in

Correct Answer
out
24) When people talk _________ me about our respected chairman.



a)  of b)  to c)  in d)  off

Correct Answer
to
25) He was generous __________ scholars and established twenty seven free schools.

a)  of b)  to c)  against d)  for

Correct Answer
to
26) He had to take care _____ himself when there were east winds.

a)  of b)  to c)  with d)  on 

Correct Answer
of
27) He rescued instead _________ the rescues.

a)  to b)  of c)  at d)  in

Correct Answer
of
28) Pasteur was so buried __________ his work on the wedding day.

a)  with b)  on c)  in d)  at

Correct Answer
in
29) Indigeonous equipment is capable __________ doing great things.

a)  for b)  to c)  of d)  with

Correct Answer
of
30) Ralston was glittering ______ Firsts and Blues.

a)  by b)  to c)  on d)  with

Correct Answer
with
31) I go _________ the lessons for about an hour.

a)  out b)  off c)  through d)  into

Correct Answer
through
32) Sit down -------- the fire.

a)  to b)  with c)  from d)  by

Correct Answer
by
33) I could look forward __________ a period of permanent felicity.

a)  for b)  on c)  to d)  with

Correct Answer
to
34) His eldest brother, Hugh, took _________ the management of the farm.

a)  off b)  over c)  on d)  out

Correct Answer
over
35) He took his fourth form as usual after call-over, setting them grammar ____ learn.

a)  for b)  on c)  off d)  to

Correct Answer
to
36) Each of the chemical antiseptics was more harmful _____________ the leucocytes.

a)  to b)  with c)  for d)  of

Correct Answer
to
37) "He's too cock sure __________ himself."

a)  for b)  to c)  with d)  of

Correct Answer
of
38) The examiners, on the other hand, were partial ___________ Latin and Mathematics.

a)  with b)  to c)  by d)  of

Correct Answer
to
39) Some one must go as the representative of the Padishah and deal ____________ the situation on the spot.

a)  with b)  in c)  out d)  up

Correct Answer
with
40) Regardless __________ where people live today, they can obtain fresh fruits.

a)  with b)  for c)  off d)  of

Correct Answer
of
41) It was typical _____ him that he did not share the general jingo bitterness against the Boers.

a)  for b)  of c)  at d)  about



Correct Answer
of
42) That I have put -------- with it so long.

a)  up b)  on c)  out d)  off

Correct Answer
up
43) Professor Claude devoted himself ___________ helping Taureq people.

a)  for b)  by c)  to d)  with

Correct Answer
to
44) France was ________ the verge of war with Germany.

a)  on b)  at c)  in d)  by

Correct Answer
on
45) He could still knock _________ a half century, on the cricket field.

a)  to b)  at c)  up d)  of

Correct Answer
up
46) And that no news had yet come __________ as to his fate.

a)  by b)  through c)  over d)  into

Correct Answer
through
47) But who fail to get __________, there are two main classes.

a)  over b)  on c)  through d)  off

Correct Answer
through
48) Every week - end some of them motored up to Brookfield and called ___ his house.

a)  Off b)  Out c)  Up d)  At 

Correct Answer
At 
49) They are more willing ____________ look for new truths.

a)  to b)  for c)  on d)  with

Correct Answer
to
50) As a general thing, the boy wins __________ in such contoversies.

a)  over b)  out c)  back d)  on

Correct Answer
out
51) His walk that was just beginning to break ____ a stumble.

a)  Out b)  Down c)  Into d)  For 

Correct Answer
Into
52) "Good morning", I said, and stepped ___________ the safe.

a)  into b)  down c)  out d)  up

Correct Answer
into
53) A foot, friendless and penniless, he set _________ south-westward.

a)  up b)  down c)  out d)  back

Correct Answer
out
54) Their warmth coming almost entirely from the radiation which the sun pours ___________ on them.

a)  out b)  over c)  down d)  off

Correct Answer
down 
55) Naturally, I am biased ___________ favour of boys learning English.

a)  in b)  with c)  at d)  to

Correct Answer
in
56) Whose lives are largely centered ____________ their feelings and ambitions.

a)  to b)  with c)  in d)  on

Correct Answer
in
57) He found plenty ___________ do.

a)  to b)  of c)  in d)  out

Correct Answer
to
58) He could cut his patient open without fear of infecting them _________ the germs of disease.

a)  to b)  in c)  with d)  by

Correct Answer
with



59) When I reached it, I knelt _________ the seat.

a)  to b)  over c)  into d)  on

Correct Answer
on
60) It must have been beating, but I cannot accout ___________ it.

a)  for b)  on c)  to d)  with

Correct Answer
for
61) Even though he had been at Brookfield _____ 1919.

a)  for b)  in c)  since d)  from 

Correct Answer
since
62) It was with an air __________ mystic abandonment to rituals.

a)  of b)  to c)  at d)  on

Correct Answer
of
63) In the west women have not yet succeeded ___________ obtaining all this.

a)  in b)  of c)  for d)  with

Correct Answer
in
64) Such is the littleness of our home in space when measured ____________ against the total substance of the universe.

a)  with b)  up c)  to d)  in

Correct Answer
up
65) "And you do know when he wants you to push ________ ."

a)  on b)  off c)  over d)  in

Correct Answer
off
66) It showed that he was a man capable _____________ looking beneath the surface of things.

a)  of b)  to c)  for d)  with

Correct Answer
of
67) The whole building shook as if it were being lifted ____ its foundations.

a)  Off b)  On c)  Up d)  From 

Correct Answer
Off
68) Besides, they're proud _________ Brookfield.

a)  of b)  for c)  in d)  on

Correct Answer
of
69) Not half bad ____________ an old chap like him.

a)  for b)  of c)  after d)  to

Correct Answer
for
70) The American insisted _________ getting back to the road again.

a)  for b)  to c)  on d)  by

Correct Answer
on
71) They then met the Head and were shown _________ the school.

a)  up b)  off c)  out d)  over

Correct Answer
over
72) Ah, yes, a jolly little chap with hair that sticks ____ on top.

a)  out b)  up c)  to d)  with

Correct Answer
up
73) The commune deals ____________ those peasants having low wages.

a)  in b)  with c)  out d)  off

Correct Answer
with
74) He was charged ___________ the duty of teaching the stupidest boys.

a)  to b)  on c)  at d)  with

Correct Answer
with
75) Any you could look forward _____ the summer.

a)  For b)  On c)  To d)  With 

Correct Answer
To
76) Chips had put _________ for Brookfield after a year at Melbury.



a)  in b)  out c)  on d)  off

Correct Answer
in
77) The most wisely, he adapted himself __________ their habits and customs.

a)  at b)  on c)  with d)  to

Correct Answer
to
78) As recently as 1942 in Bombay one million starved ____________ death.

a)  of b)  to c)  with d)  in

Correct Answer
to
79) He found that his pride ____________ Brookfield reflected back.

a)  of b)  in c)  to d)  at

Correct Answer
in
80) Rely __________ your own forces.

a)  for b)  on c)  in d)  out

Correct Answer
on
81) Thousands will die ___________ starvation because of famines caused by lack of rain.

a)  in b)  with c)  of d)  for

Correct Answer
of
82) When chips entered ____________ the midst of the roar.

a)  in b)  of c)  at d)  to

Correct Answer
in
83) She believed that women ought to be admitted ___________ the universities.

a)  to b)  with c)  at d)  in

Correct Answer
to
84) And the longed for, dreamed ________ almost mythical summer holidays were at hand.

a)  over b)  with c)  for d)  of

Correct Answer
of
85) It was actually dark enough to light the gas before call __________ .

a)  over b)  off c)  out d)  on

Correct Answer
over
86) Those words echoing along the cooridors ___________ his mind.

a)  of b)  at c)  in d)  to

Correct Answer
of
87) The incident gave hardly an impact _______ his preoccupations.

a)  at b)  with c)  upon d)  for

Correct Answer
upon
88) Chips gave him tea and chatted ________ him.

a)  up b)  on c)  with d)  at

Correct Answer
with
89) Another memory gem-clear when he turned _______ it.

a)  up b)  to c)  on d)  off

Correct Answer
to
90) Where it would be centrally situated, well protected, free, absolutely independent _________ the Allies.

a)  with b)  of c)  on d)  for

Correct Answer
of
91) "You must be feeling pretty pleased __________ life."

a)  with b)  to c)  out d)  on

Correct Answer
with
92) The pedesterian came __________ me without looking at me.

a)  after b)  down c)  by d)  through

Correct Answer
by
93) The Grand national Assembly sitting in Ankara will preside __________ the destiny of Turkey.

a)  on b)  for c)  out d)  over

Correct Answer



over
94) A master let the sixth call him by his Christian name Chips didn't hold ___ that.

a)  Out b)  With c)  Off d)  Up 

Correct Answer
With
95) He was no attracted ______________ the man.

a)  by b)  to c)  at d)  in

Correct Answer
by
96) "As soon as you open a culture plate, you are asking _________ trouble."

a)  for b)  to c)  out d)  off

Correct Answer
for
97) She considered herself responsible __________ Chip's accident.

a)  to b)  of c)  for d)  on

Correct Answer
for
98) While near _________ hand was an undisbanded Turkish army corps.

a)  in b)  at c)  on d)  By

Correct Answer
at
99) It was hard for him to speak _____ loud.

a)  out b)  of c)  for d)  with 

Correct Answer
out
100) Its members and the Padishah were eager to collaborate __________ the Allies.

a)  to b)  on c)  with d)  at

Correct Answer
with
III)  Sentences Correction MCQS (All questions / options - 200 / 0 ) 0 Marks
1)

a)  The problem was to find
something that will only attack
the germs.

b)  The problem is to find
something that would attack
on the germs.

c)  The problem was to find
something that would attack
only the germs.

d)  The problem has to find
something that will only attack
the germs.

Correct Answer
The problem was to find something that would attack only the germs.
2)

a)  The cities shows an absence
of automobiles which is neither
backwardness or delay, but a
rejection.

b)  The cities show an absence
of automobiles which is neither
backwardness nor delay, but a
rejection.

c)  The cities shows an absence
of automobiles which is either
backwardness or delay, but a
rejection.

d)  The cities shows an absence
of automobiles which is neither
backwardness nor delay, an a
rejection.

Correct Answer
The cities show an absence of automobiles which is neither backwardness nor delay, but a rejection.
3)

a)  Of others who had witnessed
for heard from the incident,
probably most had forgotten.

b)  Of others who had
witnessed for heard of the
incident, probably most had
forgotten.

c)  Of others who had
witnessed for heard on the
incident, probably most had
forgotten.

d)  Of others who had
witnessed for heard at the
incident, probably most had
forgotten.

Correct Answer
Of others who had witnessed for heard of the incident, probably most had forgotten.
4)

a)  You're so a remarkable old
boy that one never knows.

b)  You're such a remarkable old
boy that one never knows.

c)  Youre so a remarkable old
boy that one never know.

d)  You're as a remarkable old
boy that one never knows.

Correct Answer
You're such a remarkable old boy that one never knows.
5)

a)  Standing on our little grain
of sand, it is tired to discover
the nature and purpose of the
universe.

b)  Standing upon our little
grain of sand, we try to
discover the nature and
purpose of the universe.

c)  Standing on our little grain
of sand, we try to discoverd the
nature and purpose of the
universe.

d)  Standing on our little grain
of sand, we try to discovering
the nature and purpose of the
universe.

Correct Answer
Standing upon our little grain of sand, we try to discover the nature and purpose of the universe.
6)

a)  The new woman of the
nineties filled him in horror.

b)  The new woman of the
nineties filled him with horror.

c)  The new woman of the
nineties filled him out horror.

d)  The new woman of the
nineties filled him to horror.

Correct Answer
The new woman of the nineties filled him with horror.
7)

a)  As early 1932 he had
addressed the people of
western Anatolia on the
subject of women's rights.

b)  As early as 1932 he had
addressed the people of
western Anatolia on the subject
of women's rights.

c)  As early as 1932 he had
addressed the peoples for
western Anatolia on the subject
of women's rights.

d)  As early as 1932 he had
addressed the people of
western Anatolia in the subject
of women's rights.

Correct Answer
As early as 1932 he had addressed the people of western Anatolia on the subject of women's rights.
8)



a)  Not only we learnt English
parsing thoroughly, but we
also practised continually
English analysis.

b)  Not only did we learn
English parsing thoroughly, but
we also practised continually
English analysis.

c)  Not only did we learned
English parsing thoroughly, but
we also practised continually
English analysis.

d)  Not only do we learn
English parsing thoroughly, but
we also practised continually
English analysis.

Correct Answer
Not only do we learn English parsing thoroughly, but we also practised continually English analysis.
9)

a)  He could not confute her
ideas when he disagreed for
them.

b)  He could not confute her
ideas when he disagreed away
them.

c)  He could not confute her
ideas when he disagreed at
them.

d)  He could not confute her
ideas when he disagreed with
them.

Correct Answer
He could not confute her ideas when he disagreed with them.
10)

a)  He was already much
interested in Chemistry.

b)  He was already very much
interested in Chemistry.

c)  He was already very
interested in Chemistry.

d)  He was already very very
interested in Chemistry.

Correct Answer
He was already much interested in Chemistry.
11)

a)  You must ascribe it with my
forbearance.

b)  You must ascribe it to my
forbearance.

c)  You must ascribe it on my
forbearance.

d)  You must ascribe it at my
forbearance.

Correct Answer
You must ascribe it to my forbearance.
12)

a)  France might produced bear
as good as that manufactured in
Germany.

b)  France might produce bear
so good as that manufactured
in Germany.

c)  France might produce bear
as good so that manufactured
in Germany.

d)  France might produced beer
as good as that manufactured in
Germany.

Correct Answer
France might produced beer as good as that manufactured in Germany.
13)

a)  Now malaria each year kill
millions of men and weekens
millions more.

b)  Now malaria each year
killed million of men and
weekens millions more.

c)  Now malaria each year kills
millions of men and weekens
millions more.

d)  Now malaria each year kills
millions of man and weekens
millions more.

Correct Answer
Now malaria each year kills millions of men and weekens millions more.
14)

a)  He lacked both training
and the equipment needed for
the job.

b)  He lacked the both training
or the equipment needed for the
job.

c)  He lacked the all training
and the equipment needed for
the job.

d)  He lacked both the training
and the equipment needed for
the job.

Correct Answer
He lacked both the training and the equipment needed for the job.
15)

a)  He also began to read
detective stories, and he had
been keen at them.

b)  He also began to read
detective stories, and he had
been keen on them.

c)  He also began to read
detective stories, and he had
been keen in them.

d)  He also began to read
detective stories, and he had
been keen about them.

Correct Answer
He also began to read detective stories, and he had been keen on them.
16)

a)  The people which lived a
century ago probably enjoyed
eating as much we do today

b)  The people who lived a
century before probably
enjoyed eating as much we do
today.

c)  The people who lived a
century ago probably enjoyed
eating as much we do today

d)  The people which lived a
century ago probably enjoyed
eating as much as we do today.

Correct Answer
The people which lived a century ago probably enjoyed eating as much as we do today.
17)

a)  He took his fourth form as
usual after call-over setting
them grammar for learn.

b)  He took his fourth form as
usual after call-over setting
them grammar on learn.

c)  He took his fourth form as
usual after call-over setting
them grammar off learn.

d)  He took his fourth form as
usual after call-over setting
them grammar to learn.

Correct Answer
He took his fourth form as usual after call-over setting them grammar to learn.
18)

a)  I have been accused with
inventing penicillin.

b)  I have been accused by
inventing penicillin.

c)  I have been accused of
inventing penicillin.

d)  I have been accused on
inventing penicillin.

Correct Answer
I have been accused of inventing penicillin.
19)

a)  "Come in here, "he said,
and led the way to a private
room.

b)  "Come in here, "he said, and
leads the way to a private room.

c)  "Come in here, "he said,
and lead the way to a private
room.

d)  "Come in here, "he says,
and lead the way to a private
room.

Correct Answer
"Come in here, "he said, and led the way to a private room.
20)

a)  An old man busying
himself to corrections for the
next edition of the
Brookfieldian Directory.

b)  An old man busying
himself of corrections for the
next edition of the
Brookfieldian Directory.

c)  An old man busying
himself at corrections for the
next edition of the
Brookfieldian Directory.

d)  An old man busying himself
with corrections for the next
edition of the Brookfieldian
Directory.

Correct Answer
An old man busying himself of corrections for the next edition of the Brookfieldian Directory.
21)

a)  I believe Brookfield is b)  I believe Brookfield is better c)  I believe Brookfield is better d)  I believe Brookfield is



better to a lot of other schools. than a lot of other schools. from a lot of other schools. good to a lot of other schools.

Correct Answer
I believe Brookfield is better than a lot of other schools.
22)

a)  What could you do out such
a person?

b)  What could you do with such
a person?

c)  What could you do off such
a person?

d)  What could you do up such
a person?

Correct Answer
What could you do with such a person?
23)

a)  The later continued: " You
see how it is - Ralston filled
the place up to young men " . 

b)  The latter continued: " You
see how it is - Ralston filled
the place up of young men " . 

c)  The latter continued: " You
see how it is - Ralston had filled
the place up with young men " . 

d)  The latter continued: " You
see how it is - Ralston filled the
place up with young men " . 

Correct Answer
The latter continued: " You see how it is - Ralston filled the place up with young men " . 
24)

a)  We had to send for the fire
brigade to put it off.

b)  We had to send for the fire
brigade to put it on.

c)  We had to send for the fire
brigade to put it out.

d)  We had to send for the fire
brigade to put it by.

Correct Answer
We had to send for the fire brigade to put it out.
25)

a)  The commune deal with
those peasants having wages
that are too low to maintain
their family.

b)  The commune deals with
those peasants having wages
that are too low to maintain
their family.

c)  The commune deals with
those peasants having wages
that are very low to maintain
their family.

d)  The commune deal with
those peasants having wages
that are too lower to maintain
their family.

Correct Answer
The commune deals with those peasants having wages that are too low to maintain their family.
26)

a)  Mr. Chipping, and you must
ascribe it by my forbearance
that I has put up with it so long.

b)  Mr. Chipping, and you must
ascribe it by my forbearance
that I have put up with it so
long.

c)  Mr. Chipping, and you
must ascribe it by my
forbearance that I has put up
it so long.

d)  Mr. Chipping, and you must
ascribe it to my forbearance that
I have put up with it so long.

Correct Answer
Mr. Chipping, and you must ascribe it by my forbearance that I have put up with it so long.
27)

a)  In the words of
Montgomery, "The healing of
war wounds was
revolutionized.

b)  In the words to
Montgomery, "The healing of
war wounds had been
revolutionized.

c)  In the words of
Montgomery, "The healing in
war wounds has been
revolutionized.

d)  In the words of
Montgomery, "The healing of
war woundshave been
revolutionized.

Correct Answer
In the words of Montgomery, "The healing of war wounds was revolutionized.
28)

a)  Herr Staefel was leaving out
Germany the next day.

b)  Herr Staefel was leaving off
Germany the next day.

c)  Herr Staefel was leaving for
Germany the next day.

d)  Herr Staefel was leaving to
Germany the next day.

Correct Answer
Herr Staefel was leaving for Germany the next day.
29)

a)  Famine has been a problem
since the begining of time.

b)  Famine has been a problem
for the begining of time.

c)  Famine has been a problem
far the begining of time.

d)  Famine have been a problem
since the begining of time.

Correct Answer
Famine has been a problem since the begining of time.
30)

a)  In the new world created by
he there was no need for the
old titles and nobilities which
meant nothing to the new
nobility of effort.

b)  In the new world created by
him there was no need of the
old titles and nobilities which
meant nothing to the new
nobility of effort.

c)  In the new world created by
him there was no need for the
old titles and nobilities which
meant nothing to the new
nobility of effort.

d)  In the new world created by
he there was no need by the old
titles and nobilities which
meant nothing to the new
nobility of effort.

Correct Answer
In the new world created by him there was no need for the old titles and nobilities which meant nothing to the new nobility of effort.
31)

a)  His life ___ and what life it
had been ! The whole pageant
of it swung before him as he
sat by the fire that afternoon.

b)  His life ___ and what life it
had been ! The whole pageant
of it swung before him as he
sat by the fire that afternoon.

c)  His life ___ and what life it
had been ! The whole pageant
of it swung before him as he
sat by the fire that afternoon.

d)  His life ___ and what life it
had been ! The whole pageant
of it swung before him as he sat
by the fire that afternoon.

Correct Answer
His life ___ and what life it had been ! The whole pageant of it swung before him as he sat by the fire that afternoon.
32)

a)  She had left him with
calmness and a poise that
accorded well to his own
inward emotions.

b)  She had left him with a
calmness and a poise that
accorded well with his own
inward emotions.

c)  She had left him of a
calmness and poise that
accorded well with his own
inward emotions.

d)  She had left him to a
calmness and a poise that
accorded well to his own
inward emotions.

Correct Answer
She had left him with a calmness and a poise that accorded well with his own inward emotions.
33)

a)  The problem that the
college dean face calls for
about the same diagnostic
ability that the physician's.

b)  The problem that the
college dean faces calls about
the same diagnostic ability that
the physician's.

c)  The problem that the college
dean faces calls for about the
same diagnostic ability that the
physician's.

d)  The problem that the
college dean faces call for
about the same diagnostic
ability as the physician's.

Correct Answer
The problem that the college dean faces call for about the same diagnostic ability as the physician's.
34)



a)  We are now generally little
fearful than our fathers and
grandfathers were.

b)  We are now generally less
fearful than our fathers and
grandfathers were.

c)  We are now generally little
fearful then our fathers and
grandfathers were.

d)  We are now generally less
fearful from our fathers and
grandfathers were.

Correct Answer
We are now generally less fearful than our fathers and grandfathers were.
35)

a)  Quite a large number of
diseases has common
symptoms.

b)  Quite a large number of
diseases have common
symptoms.

c)  Quite the large number of
diseases have common
symptoms.

d)  Quite a large amount of
diseases has common
symptoms.

Correct Answer
Quite a large number of diseases have common symptoms.
36)

a)  I used to lie waiting for that
ominous tread and the voice it
hearlded sounded in my ears
like a summons to damnation.

b)  I used to lay waiting for that
ominous tread and the voice it
hearlded sounded in my ears
like a summons to damnation.

c)  I used to lie waiting for that
ominous tread and the voice it
hearlded sounded in my ears
like a summon to damnation.

d)  I used to lie waiting for that
ominous tread and the voice it
hearlded sounded in my ears as
a summons to damnation.

Correct Answer
I used to lie waiting for that ominous tread and the voice it hearlded sounded in my ears like a summons to damnation.
37)

a)  I plodded consciously
through the twenty-six letters.

b)  I plodded consciously in
the twenty-six letters.

c)  I plodded consciously
through the twenty-six letter.

d)  I plodded conscientiously
through the twenty-six letters.

Correct Answer
I plodded consciously through the twenty-six letter.
38)

a)  I dont see why should I pin
a medical certificate on my
front door.

b)  I doesn't see why should I
pin a medical certificate on my
front door.

c)  I don't see why should I pin
a medical certificate on my
front door.

d)  I don't see why should I pin
a medical certificate in my
front door.

Correct Answer
I don't see why should I pin a medical certificate on my front door.
39)

a)  In 1922 he had discovered
an antiseptic.

b)  In 1922, he discovered an
antiseptic.

c)  In 1922 he has discovered an
antiseptic.

d)  In 1922 he had discoveres an
antiseptic.

Correct Answer
In 1922, he discovered an antiseptic.
40)

a)  Meat of various kinds can
be preserved so that they are
both nutritious or enjoyable.

b)  Meat of various kinds can be
preserved so that these are both
nutritious and enjoyable.

c)  Meat of various kinds can
be preserved so they are both
nutritious or enjoyable.

d)  Meat of various kinds can
be preserved so that they are all
nutritious or enjoyable.

Correct Answer
Meat of various kinds can be preserved so that these are both nutritious and enjoyable.
41)

a)  But every morning, about
half-past ten, he put off his coat
and muffler.

b)  But every morning, about
half-past ten, he put on his coat
and muffler.

c)  But every morning, about
half-past ten, he put by his coat
and muffler.

d)  But every morning, about
half-past ten, he put in his coat
and muffler.

Correct Answer
But every morning, about half-past ten, he put on his coat and muffler.
42)

a)  Disease and death were the
great mysteries, where the
occult held sway.

b)  Disease and death has been
the great mysteries, where the
occult held sway.

c)  Disease and death was the
great mysteries, where the
occult held sway.

d)  Disease and death is the
great mysteries, where the
occult held sway.

Correct Answer
Disease and death were the great mysteries, where the occult held sway.
43)

a)  These were blessed brakes
in routine, but not, of course,
comparable to the holidays we
got at Christmas.

b)  These were blessed brakes
in routine, but not of course
comparable to the holidays we
got at Christmas.

c)  These were blessed breaks
in routine, but not, of course,
comparable to the holidays we
got at Christmas.

d)  These were blessed brakes in
routine, but not, of course,
comparable with the holidays
we got at Christmas.

Correct Answer
These were blessed breaks in routine, but not, of course, comparable to the holidays we got at Christmas.
44)

a)  It was an area notorious of
sandstorms as well as for dried-
up waterholes.

b)  It was an area famous of
sandstorms as well as for
dried-up waterholes.

c)  It was area notorious of
sandstorms as well as for
dried-up waterholes.

d)  It was an area notorious for
sandstorms as well as to dried-
up waterholes.

Correct Answer
It was an area notorious for sandstorms as well as to dried-up waterholes.
45)

a)  But the two men got at
excellently

b)  But the two men got on
excellently

c)  But the two men got off
excellently

d)  But the two men got by
excellently

Correct Answer
But the two men got on excellently
46)

a)  News came by in the
morning; a whole holiday was
decreed for the school.

b)  News came off in the
morning; a whole holiday was
decreed for the school.

c)  News came through in the
morning; a whole holiday was
decreed for the school.

d)  News came over in the
morning; a whole holiday was
decreed for the school.

Correct Answer
News came through in the morning; a whole holiday was decreed for the school.
47)

a)  For he did not, he would b)  For he did not, he would c)  For he did not, he would d)  For he did not, he would



have said, care for women. have said, care of women. have said, care to women. have said, care with women.

Correct Answer
For he did not, he would have said, care for women.
48)

a)  She was immensely
popular to boys and masters
alike.

b)  She was immensely popular
with boys and masters alike.

c)  She was immensely popular
from boys and masters alike.

d)  She was immensely
popular at boys and masters
alike.

Correct Answer
She was immensely popular with boys and masters alike.
49)

a)  Even though he had been at
Brookfield for 1919.

b)  Even though he had been
at Brookfield in 1919.

c)  Even though he had been at
Brookfield since 1919.

d)  Even though he had been at
Brookfield from 1919.

Correct Answer
Even though he had been at Brookfield since 1919.
50)

a)  I can't stand it much longer.
If things don't improve next
term I shall have a breakdown.

b)  I can't stand it very longer.
If things don't improve next
term I will have a breakdown.

c)  I can't stand it much longer.
If things does not improve next
term I shall have a breakdown.

d)  I can't stand it many longer.
If things don't improve next
term I shall have breakdown.

Correct Answer
I can't stand it much longer. If things don't improve next term I shall have a breakdown.
51)

a)  But the oppressive weight
of the knowledge of a full day's
school ahead remained a
characteristics sensation of my
childhood.

b)  But the oppressive weight
of the knowledge of a full days'
school ahead remained a
characteristics sensation of my
childhood.

c)  But the oppressive weight
of the knowledge of a full days
school ahead remained a
characteristics sensation of my
childhood.

d)  But the oppressive weight of
the knowledge of a full days'
school ahead remained a
characteristics sensation of my
childhood.

Correct Answer
But the oppressive weight of the knowledge of a full day's school ahead remained a characteristics sensation of my childhood.
52)

a)  I believe a school teacher
wrote a book some years ago
with title "Friday Thank
God".

b)  I believe a school teacher
has written a book some years
ago with title "Friday Thank
God".

c)  I believe a school teacher has
written a book some years
before with title "Friday Thank
God".

d)  I believe a school teacher
had write a book some years
ago with title "Friday Thank
God".

Correct Answer
I believe a school teacher wrote a book some years ago with title "Friday Thank God".
53)

a)  Theoretically, it looked as
an ideal germ-killer.

b)  Theoretically, it looked like
as an ideal germ-killer.

c)  Theoretically, it looked like
an ideal germ-killer.

d)  Theoretically, it looked
like ideal germ-killer.

Correct Answer
Theoretically, it looked like an ideal germ-killer.
54)

a)  It may be that there are just
too much people for the
number of food available.

b)  It may be that there are just
too many people for the
amount of food available.

c)  It may be that there is just
too many people for the
number of food available.

d)  Might be that there are just
too much people for the amount
of food available.

Correct Answer
It may be that there are just too many people for the amount of food available.
55)

a)  You'll like Brookfield when
you get used on it.

b)  You'll like Brookfield when
you get used to it.

c)  You'll like Brookfield when
you get used at it.

d)  You'll like Brookfield when
you get used by it.

Correct Answer
You'll like Brookfield when you get used to it.
56)

a)  There was score of them. I
had no kitchen range.

b)  There were score of them. I
had not kitchen range.

c)  There were score of them. I
have no kitchen range.

d)  There were scores of them. I
had no kitchen range.

Correct Answer
There were scores of them. I had no kitchen range.
57)

a)  He had not felt too good
since Armistice Day.

b)  He had not felt too good
since Armistice Day.

c)  He had not felt too good
since Armistice Day.

d)  He had not felt too well
since Armistice Day.

Correct Answer
He had not felt too well since Armistice Day.
58)

a)  All medical and hospital
treatment are entirely free for
every Chinese worker or
peasant.

b)  All medical and hospital
treatment is entirely free for
every Chinese worker or
peasant.

c)  All medical and hospital
treatment are entirely free for
each Chinese worker or
peasant.

d)  All medical and hospital
treatment have been entirely free
for every Chinese worker or
peasant.

Correct Answer
All medical and hospital treatment is entirely free for every Chinese worker or peasant.
59)

a)  Sun and the other stars we
see in the sky are all extremly
hoter far too hot for life to
exist on them.

b)  The sun and the other stars
we see in the sky are all
extremly hot - far too hot for
life to exist in them.

c)  The sun and the other stars
we see in sky are all extremly
hot - far too hot for life to exist
on them.

d)  The sun and the other stars
we see in the sky is all
extremly hot - far to hot for life
to exist on them.

Correct Answer
The sun and the other stars we see in the sky are all extremly hot - far too hot for life to exist in them.
60)

a)  "I'm looking ahead for the
future.

b)  "I'm looking ahead to the
future.

c)  "I'm looking ahead with the
future.

d)  "I'm looking ahead on the
future.



Correct Answer
"I'm looking ahead to the future.
61)

a)  And so it stood, a warm and
vivid patch in his life, costing a
radiance that glowed in a
thousand recollections.

b)  And so it stood, a warm and
vivid patch of his life, casting a
radiance that glowed in a
thousand recollections.

c)  And so it stood, a warm and
vivid patch in his life, costing a
radiance that glowed at a
thousand recollection.

d)  And so it stand, a warm and
vivid patch in his life, costing a
radiance that glowed on a
thousand recollections.

Correct Answer
And so it stood, a warm and vivid patch of his life, casting a radiance that glowed in a thousand recollections.
62)

a)  The 26 Chinese provinces,
which are as much even 4,400
kilometers apart, could for that
matter, subsist on their own in
the event of war.

b)  The 26 Chinese provinces,
which are as much live even
4,400 kilometer apart, could for
that matter, subsist on their own
in the event of war.

c)  The 26 Chinese provinces,
which are as much as even
4,400 kilometers apart, could
for that matter, subsist in their
own in the event of war.

d)  The 26 Chinese provinces,
which are as much as even
4,400 kilometers apart, could
for that matter, subsist of their
own the event of war.

Correct Answer
The 26 Chinese provinces, which are as much as even 4,400 kilometers apart, could for that matter, subsist in their own in the event of
war.
63)

a)  He had to take care of
himself when there were east
winds

b)  He had to take care to
himself when there were east
winds

c)  He had to take care with
himself when there were east
winds

d)  He had to take care on
himself when there were east
winds

Correct Answer
He had to take care of himself when there were east winds
64)

a)  How does the students live
and what do they think
individually?

b)  How the students live and
what do they think
individually?

c)  How do the students live
and what they think
individually?

d)  How do the students live and
what do they think individually?

Correct Answer
How do the students live and what do they think individually?
65)

a)  His degree at instance, was
not particularly good.

b)  His degree for instance, was
not particularly good.

c)  His degree on instance, was
not particularly good.

d)  His degree with instance,
was not particularly good.

Correct Answer
His degree for instance, was not particularly good.
66)

a)  I prevented to grow more
rapid, I walked on until I
reached at the Embankment.

b)  I prevented from growing
more rapid, I walked on until I
had not reached the
Embankment.

c)  I prevented from growing
more rapid, I walked on until I
did not reached the
Embankment.

d)  I prevented from growing
more rapid, I walked on until I
reached the Embankment.

Correct Answer
I prevented from growing more rapid, I walked on until I reached the Embankment.
67)

a)  Within a weak they were
head to heels in love.

b)  Within a week they were
head over heels in love.

c)  Within a week they were
head at heels in love.

d)  Within a week they were
head over heel on love.

Correct Answer
Within a week they were head over heels in love.
68)

a)  It was typical for him that
he did not share the general
jingo bitterness against the
Boers.

b)  It was typical of him that
he did not share the general
jingo bitterness against the
Boers.

c)  It was typical at him that he
did not share the general jingo
bitterness against the Boers.

d)  It was typical about him that
he did not share the general
jingo bitterness against the
Boers.

Correct Answer
It was typical of him that he did not share the general jingo bitterness against the Boers.
69)

a)  The incident gave hardly
an impact at his
preoccupations.

b)  The incident gave hardly an
impact with his preoccupations.

c)  The incident gave hardly an
impact upon his preoccupations.

d)  The incident gave hardly an
impact for his preoccupations.

Correct Answer
The incident gave hardly an impact upon his preoccupations.
70)

a)  She believed that women
ought to be admitted to the
universities.

b)  She believed that women
ought to be admitted with the
universities.

c)  She believed that women
ought to be admitted at the
universities.

d)  She believed that women
ought to be admitted in the
universities.

Correct Answer
She believed that women ought to be admitted to the universities.
71)

a)  Those poplar boys is just
as important to England as
Brookfield is.

b)  Those poplar boys are just
as important to England like
Brookfield is.

c)  Those poplar boys are just
so important to England like
Brookfield are.

d)  Those poplar boys are just like
important to England like that of
Brookfield is.

Correct Answer
Those poplar boys is just as important to England as Brookfield is.
72)

a)  After all - apart of this
business - isn't he rather a nice
boy?

b)  After all - apart from this
business - isnt he rather nice
boy?

c)  After all - apart from this
business - isnt' he rather nice
boy?

d)  After all - apart from this
business - isn't he rather nice a
boy?

Correct Answer
After all - apart from this business - isn't he rather nice a boy?
73)

a)  It uses money from a b) c)  It uses money from a d)  It uses money of a specially



y
specially constituted fund
comprising 2 percent of the
community's annual wage.

It uses money from a special
constituted fund comprising 2
percent of the community's
annual wage.

y
specially constituted fund
comprising 2 percent of the
community annual wage.

y p y
constituted fund comprising 2
percent of the community's
annual wage.

Correct Answer
It uses money from a specially constituted fund comprising 2 percent of the community's annual wage.
74)

a)  And then come this
astonishing girl-wife whom
nobody had expected.

b)  And then came this
astonished girl-wife that
nobody have expected.

c)  And then came this
astonishing girl-wife which
nobody had expected.

d)  And then came this
astonishing girl-wife whom
nobody has expected.

Correct Answer
And then came this astonishing girl-wife whom nobody has expected.
75)

a)  It must have been beating,
but I cannot account of it.

b)  It must have been beating,
but I cannot account in it.

c)  It must have been beating,
but I cannot account at it.

d)  It must have been beating,
but I cannot account for it.

Correct Answer
It must have been beating, but I cannot account for it.
76)

a)  1917. 1918. Chips lived
off it all.

b)  1917. 1918. Chips lived
down it all.

c)  1917. 1918. Chips lived
in it all.

d)  1917. 1918. Chips lived
through it all.

Correct Answer
1917. 1918. Chips lived through it all.
77)

a)  It was hard for him to speak
out loud.

b)  It was hard for him to
speak of loud.

c)  It was hard for him to speak
for loud.

d)  It was hard for him to speak
with loud.

Correct Answer
It was hard for him to speak out loud.
78)

a)  It was a sort of in between
state, full of dreams and faces.

b)  It was a sort of on between
state, full with dreams and
faces.

c)  It was a sort of at between
state, full at dreams and faces.

d)  It was a sort of out between
state, full to dreams and faces.

Correct Answer
It was a sort of in between state, full of dreams and faces.
79)

a)  He used to looking down at
his feet and wonder which one
of it was that had performed so
signal a service.

b)  He used to look down at his
feet and wonder which one of
it was that had performed as
signal a service.

c)  He use'd to look down at
his feet and wonder which one
of it is that had performed so
signal a service.

d)  He used to look down to his
feet and wonder which one of it
was that had performed so
signal a service.

Correct Answer
He used to look down to his feet and wonder which one of it was that had performed so signal a service.
80)

a)  It is unbelievable that such
conditions could have existed
so short time before.

b)  It is unbelievable that such
conditions could have exist so
short time ago.

c)  It is unbelievable that such
conditions could have existed so
short a time before.

d)  It is unbelievable that such
conditions should have existed
so short time ago.

Correct Answer
It is unbelievable that such conditions could have existed so short a time before.
81)

a)  The whole building shooks
as if it were being lifted off its
foundations.

b)  The whole building shooks
as if it were being lifted on its
foundations.

c)  The whole building shooks
as if it were being lifted up its
foundations.

d)  The whole building shooks
as if it were being lifted from its
foundations.

Correct Answer
The whole building shooks as if it were being lifted off its foundations.
82)

a)  I'm a science man myself,
but for all that, I have not
objection of the classics.

b)  I'am a science man myself,
but for all that, I has no
objection of the classics.

c)  I'm a science man myself,
but for all that, I have no
objection of the classics.

d)  I'm a science man myself,
but for all that, I have no
objection to the classics.

Correct Answer
I'm a science man myself, but for all that, I have no objection of the classics.
83)

a)  You've put your life at his
hands many a time.

b)  You've put your life in his
hand many a time.

c)  You've put your life in his
hands many a times.

d)  You've put your life in his
hands many a time.

Correct Answer
You've put your life in his hands many a time.
84)

a)  You can't satisfy your
conscious by writing a cheque
for a few guineas.

b)  You can't satisfy your
conscience by writing a cheque
for a few guineas.

c)  You can't satisfy your
conscience by writing a check
for a few guineas.

d)  You can't satisfy your
conscience by writing a cheque
of a few guineas.

Correct Answer
You can't satisfy your conscience by writing a cheque for a few guineas.
85)

a)  "I propose to deposit fifty
six dollars now and fifty dollar
a month regularly."

b)  "I proposed to deposit fifty
six dollar now and fifty dollar
a month regularly."

c)  "I propose to deposit fifty
six dollars now and fifty
dollars a month regularly."

d)  "I propose to deposited fifty
six dollar now and fifty dollars a
month regularly."

Correct Answer
"I propose to deposit fifty six dollars now and fifty dollars a month regularly."
86)

a)  We believe however that
some two thousands million

b)  We believe, however, that
some two thousand millions

c)  We believe however that
some two thousand million

d)  We believe however that
some two thousand million



years ago this rare event took
place.

years ago this rare event took
place.

years ago this rare event took
place.

years before this rare event took
placed.

Correct Answer
We believe, however, that some two thousand millions years ago this rare event took place.
87)

a)  He was not on the whole
wrong in concluding that he
was suffering from almost all
diseases.

b)  He was not on the whole
wrong in concluding that he
has suffering of almost all
diseases.

c)  He was not on wholly
wrong in concluding that he
was suffering from almost all
diseases.

d)  He was not on the whole
wrong in concluding that he
was suffering from almost
disease.

Correct Answer
He was not on wholly wrong in concluding that he was suffering from almost all diseases.
88)

a)  "Chips, dear, I'd let them on
if I were you."

b)  "Chips, dear, I'd let them up
if I were you."

c)  "Chips, dear, I'd let them off
if I were you."

d)  "Chips, dear, I'd let them out
if I were you."

Correct Answer
"Chips, dear, I'd let them off if I were you."
89)

a)  He thought at first that he
would give away house
mastership.

b)  He thought at first that he
would give off house
mastership.

c)  He thought at first that he
would give up house
mastership.

d)  He thought at first that he
would give in house
mastership.

Correct Answer
He thought at first that he would give up house mastership.
90)

a)  Just like the sun and moon
raises tide on the earth, so this
second star must have raised
tides on the surface of the sun.

b)  Just like the sun and moon
raises tides on the earth, so this
second stars must have raised
tides on the surface of the sun.

c)  Just as the sun and moon
raise tides on the earth, so this
second star must have raised
tides on the surface of the sun.

d)  Just like the sun and moon
rise tides on the earth, so this
second star must has raised
tides on the surface of the sun.

Correct Answer
Just as the sun and moon raise tides on the earth, so this second star must have raised tides on the surface of the sun.
91)

a)  He show that when germs
enter the body, they are
immediately attacked by host
of white cells.

b)  He showed that when germs
enter the body, they are
immediately attacked by hosts
of white cells.

c)  He showed that when
germs enter the body, it are
immediately attack by host of
white cells.

d)  He showed that when germs
enter the body, they is
immediate attacked by host of
white cells.

Correct Answer
He showed that when germs enter the body, they are immediately attacked by hosts of white cells.
92)

a)  Then suddenly, in 1908
when he just has turned sixty,
came Ralston's urban
ultimatum.

b)  Then suddenly, in 1908
when he had just turned sixty,
came Ralston's urban
ultimatum.

c)  Then suddenly, in 1908
when he have just turned sixty,
came Ralston's urbane
ultimatum.

d)  Then suddenly, in 1908
when he has just turned sixty,
came Ralston's urban
ultimatum.

Correct Answer
Then suddenly, in 1908 when he have just turned sixty, came Ralston's urbane ultimatum.
93)

a)  I shall stay in Anatolia until
the nation has not won its
independence.

b)  I shall stay in Anatolia until
the nation have won its
independence.

c)  I shall stay on Anatolia
until the nation has won it's
independence.

d)  I will stay in Anatolia until
the nation has won its'
independence.

Correct Answer
I shall stay in Anatolia until the nation have won its independence.
94)

a)  In a surprising short time,
they had told their parents; so
that very soon it was common
knowledge that Ralston have
insulted Chips.

b)  In a surprising short time,
they had told there parents, so
that very soon it were common
knowledge that Ralston had
insulted Chips.

c)  In a surprising short time,
they had told their parents; so
that very soon it was common
knowledge that Ralston has
insulted Chips.

d)  In a surprisingly short time,
they had told their parents, so
that very soon it was common
knowledge that Ralston had
insulted Chips

Correct Answer
In a surprisingly short time, they had told their parents, so that very soon it was common knowledge that Ralston had insulted Chips
95)

a)  He did not care of either of
them.

b)  He did not care to either of
them.

c)  He did not care with either of
them.

d)  He did not care for either of
them.

Correct Answer
He did not care for either of them.
96)

a)  They have gone straight to
the roots of the problems that
has plagued them for thousands
of years.

b)  They has gone straight to
the roots of the problems that
has plagued them for thousand
of years.

c)  They have gone straight to
the roots of the problems that
has plagued them of thousands
of years.

d)  They have gone straight in
the roots of the problem that
has plagued them for thousands
of years.

Correct Answer
They have gone straight to the roots of the problems that has plagued them of thousands of years.
97)

a)  When he's on duty he has
charge with the signal box.

b)  When he's on duty he has
charge against the signal box.

c)  When he's on duty he has
charge to the signal box.

d)  When he's on duty he has
charge of the signal box.

Correct Answer
When he's on duty he has charge of the signal box.
98)

a)  Every week-end some of
them motored up to Brookfield
and called off his house.

b)  Every week-end some of
them motored up to Brookfield
and called out his house.

c)  Every week-end some of
them motored up to Brookfield
and called up his house.

d)  Every week-end some of
them motored up to Brookfield
and called at his house.

Correct Answer
Every week-end some of them motored up to Brookfield and called off his house.



99)

a)  These tides would be very
different from little tides which
the small mass of the moon
raises in this oceans.

b)  These tides would be very
different from the little tides
which the small mass of the
moon raises in our oceans.

c)  These tides would be very
different from little tides which
the small mass of the moon
raises in our oceans.

d)  These tides would be very
different than little tides which
the small mass of the moon
raises in our oceans.

Correct Answer
These tides would be very different from the little tides which the small mass of the moon raises in our oceans.
100)

a)  It says in the paper that
over two million volumes
have been presented to the
troops by the public.

b)  They say in the paper that
over two millions volumes have
been presented to the troops by
the public.

c)  They say in the paper that
over two million volumes have
been presented to the troops by
the public.

d)  They say in the paper that
over two million volumes has
been presented to the troops by
the public.

Correct Answer
It says in the paper that over two million volumes have been presented to the troops by the public.
101)

a)  Then I wondered how much
long had I to live.

b)  Then I wondered how long
I had to live.

c)  Then I wandered how long
had I to live.

d)  Then I wondered how long
have I to live.

Correct Answer
Then I wondered how long I had to live.
102)

a)  He was grand success all
together.

b)  He was a grand success all
together.

c)  He was a grand success
altogether.

d)  He is grand success all
together.

Correct Answer
He was a grand success altogether.
103)

a)  A master let the sixth call
him by his Christian name
Chips didn't hold out that.

b)  A master let the sixth call
him by his Christian name
Chips didn't hold with that.

c)  A master let the sixth call
him by his Christian name
Chips didn't hold off that.

d)  A master let the sixth call
him by his Christian name
Chips didn't hold up that.

Correct Answer
A master let the sixth call him by his Christian name Chips didn't hold with that.
104)

a)  As recently as 1942 in
Bombay one million starved of
death.

b)  As recently as 1942 in
Bombay one million starved to
death.

c)  As recently as 1942 in
Bombay one million starved
with death.

d)  As recently as 1942 in
Bombay one million starved in
death.

Correct Answer
As recently as 1942 in Bombay one million starved of death.
105)

a)  Armies clenched in
deadlock from the sea to
Switzerland.

b)  Armies clenched at
deadlock from the sea to
Switzerland.

c)  Armies had clenched in
deadlock from the sea at
Switzerland.

d)  Armies clenched on
deadlock of the sea to
Switzerland.

Correct Answer
Armies clenched in deadlock from the sea to Switzerland.
106)

a)  Each plant, factory or
agricultural commune has a
health centre and a first - aid
station.

b)  Each plant, factory or
agricultural commune have a
health centre and a first - aid
station.

c)  Each plant, factory or
agricultural commune does has a
health centre and a first - aid
station.

d)  Each plant, factory or
agricultural commune is a
health centre and a first - aid
station.

Correct Answer
Each plant, factory or agricultural commune has a health centre and a first - aid station.
107)

a)  It was not that he was less
active field; or it was that he
had lost any interest or
keenness in his work.

b)  It was not that he was less
active field; nor it was that he
had lost any interest or
keenness in his work.

c)  It was not that he was less
active field; nor it were that he
had lost any interest or
keenness in his work.

d)  It was not that he was less
active field; nor was it that he
had lost any interest or
keenness in his work.

Correct Answer
It was not that he was less active field; nor was it that he had lost any interest or keenness in his work.
108)

a)  This sort of treatment had
only one result: I did not do
well in examinations.

b)  This sort of a treatment had
only one result: I did not do
well in examinations.

c)  This sort of a treatment had
only one result, I did not does
well in examinations.

d)  This sort of a treatment had
only one result: I do not do
good in examinations.

Correct Answer
This sort of treatment had only one result: I did not do well in examinations.
109)

a)  In China the individual has
been rescued from the aftermath
of this unfortunate heritage.

b)  In China the individual has
rescued off the aftermath of
this unfortunate heritage.

c)  In China the individual have
been rescued of the aftermath of
this unfortunate heritage.

d)  In China the individual
has rescued of the aftermath
this unfortunate heritage.

Correct Answer
In China the individual has been rescued from the aftermath of this unfortunate heritage.
110)

a)  It was, therfore, used very
sparingly for bathing and
cleaning purposes.

b)  It was therfore used very
sparing for bathing and
cleaning purposes.

c)  It was therfore used very
sparingly to bathe and cleaning
purposes.

d)  It was therfore used very
sparingly for bathing and clean
purposes.

Correct Answer
It was, therfore, used very sparingly for bathing and cleaning purposes.
111)

a)  Hospitals and schools and
colleges are far and a few
between.

b)  Hospitals and schools and
colleges are far and the few
between.

c)  Hospitals and schools, and
colleges are few and far
between.

d)  Hospitals and schools and
colleges are far and few
between.

Correct Answer



Hospitals and schools, and colleges are few and far between.
112)

a)  Chips saw them off at the
railway station in the evening.

b)  Chips saw them to at the
railway station in the evening.

c)  Chips saw them our at the
railway station in the evening.

d)  Chips saw them over at the
railway station in the evening.

Correct Answer
Chips saw them off at the railway station in the evening.
113)

a)  Rarely he read more than
a page of its before sleep
came swiftly and peacefully.

b)  Rarely did he read more
than a page of it before sleep
came swiftly and peacefully.

c)  Rarely did he read more than
a page of it before sleep came in
a swift manner and peacefully.

d)  Rarely did he read more than a
page of it before sleep came
swiftly and in a peacefully
manner.

Correct Answer
Rarely did he read more than a page of it before sleep came swiftly and peacefully.
114)

a)  The post-war decade swept
off with a clatter of change.

b)  The post-war decade swept
through with a clatter of change.

c)  The post-war decade swept
off with a clatter of change.

d)  The post-war decade swept
off with a clatter of change.

Correct Answer
The post-war decade swept through with a clatter of change.
115)

a)  He took off the preparation
and editing of a new
Brookfieldian directory.

b)  He took in the preparation
and editing of a new
Brookfieldian directory.

c)  He took out the preparation
and editing of a new
Brookfieldian directory.

d)  He took on the preparation
and editing of a new
Brookfieldian directory.

Correct Answer
He took on the preparation and editing of a new Brookfieldian directory.
116)

a)  Sometimes there were
unexpected respites - a half
holiday to let us attend a
football match.

b)  Sometime there were
unexpected respites - a half
holiday to let us attend a
football match.

c)  Sometimes there were
unexpected respites - a half
holiday to let us to attend a
football match.

d)  Sometimes there were
unexpected respites - a half
holiday to let us attend football
match.

Correct Answer
Sometimes there were unexpected respites - a half holiday to let us attend a football match.
117)

a)  School mastering's so
important, don't you think? To
be influencing those who are
going to grow up and matter to
the world.

b)  School mastering's as
important, don't you think? To
be influencing those who is
going to grow up and matter to
the world.

c)  School mastering's so
important, don't you think? To
be influencing those who are
going to grow in and matter to
the world.

d)  School masterings so
important, don't you think? To
be influencing those who are
going to grow up and matter if
the world.

Correct Answer
School mastering's so important, don't you think? To be influencing those who are going to grow up and matter to the world.
118)

a)  Chips had sent for his
resignation to the Board of
Governors.

b)  Chips had sent in his
resignation to the Board of
Governors.

c)  Chips had sent down his
resignation to the Board of
Governors.

d)  Chips had sent out his
resignation to the Board of
Governors.

Correct Answer
Chips had sent in his resignation to the Board of Governors.
119)

a)  He knew that Ralston did
not like him, either.

b)  He knew that Ralston had
not like him, neither.

c)  He knew that Ralston has
not liked him neither.

d)  He knew that Ralston does
not like hi, neither.

Correct Answer
He knew that Ralston did not like him, either.
120)

a)  If they would refrain of
appointing him officialy. 

b)  If they would refrain from
appointing him officialy. 

c)  If they would refrain by
appointing him officialy. 

d)  If they would refrain against
appointing him officialy. 

Correct Answer
If they would refrain from appointing him officialy. 
121)

a)  In polictic, she was a
radical, to leanings towards
the views of people as Bernard
Shaw and William Morris.

b)  In polictic, she was radical,
with leanings towards the
views of people like Bernard
Shaw and William Morris.

c)  In polictic, she was a radical,
with leanings towards the views
of people like Bernard Shaw
and William Morris.

d)  In polictic, she was a
radical, at leanings towards the
views of people like Bernard
Shaw and William Morris.

Correct Answer
In polictic, she was a radical, at leanings towards the views of people like Bernard Shaw and William Morris.
122)

a)  He felt that it would not be
fair to hang on if he could not
decently do his job.

b)  He felt that it would not be
fair to hang out if he could not
decently do his job.

c)  He felt that it would not be
fair to hang about if he could
not decently do his job.

d)  He felt that it would not be
fair to hang up if he could not
decently do his job.

Correct Answer
He felt that it would not be fair to hang on if he could not decently do his job.
123)

a)  He showed that disease was,
in fact, a fight among the
leucocytes and the germs.

b)  He showed that disease was,
in fact, a fight between the
leucocytes or the germs.

c)  He showed that disease
was, in fact, a fight to the
leucocytes and the germs.

d)  He showed that disease
was, in fact, a fight of the
leucocytes and the germs.

Correct Answer
He showed that disease was, in fact, a fight to the leucocytes and the germs.
124)

a)  " Ah, yes, a jolly little chap
with hair that sticks out on top.

b)  " Ah, yes, a jolly little chap
with hair that sticks up on top.

c)  " Ah, yes, a jolly little chap
with hair that sticks to on top.

d)  " Ah, yes, a jolly little chap
with hair that sticks with on top.

Correct Answer
" Ah, yes, a jolly little chap with hair that sticks up on top.



125)

a)  He never felt up home or at
ease with them.

b)  He never felt for home or at
ease with them.

c)  He never felt on home or at
ease with them.

d)  He never felt at home or at
ease with them.

Correct Answer
He never felt for home or at ease with them.
126)

a)  Chips changed his more
commodious apartments in
school House into his old
original bachelor quarters.

b)  Chips changed his more
commodious apartments in
school House for his old
original bachelor quarters.

c)  Chips changed his more
commodious apartments in
school House on his old
original bachelor quarters.

d)  Chips changed his more
commodious apartments in
school House at his old
original bachelor quarters.

Correct Answer
Chips changed his more commodious apartments in school House for his old original bachelor quarters.
127)

a)  A neat score of the Jokers
who had sent the boy over.

b)  A neat score with the Jokers
who had sent the boy over.

c)  A neat score on the Jokers
who had sent the boy over.

d)  A neat score off the Jokers
who had sent the boy over.

Correct Answer
A neat score off the Jokers who had sent the boy over.
128)

a)  He was not, despite of its
long years of assiduous
teaching, a very profound
classical scholar.

b)  He was not, inspite his long
years of assiduous teaching, a
very profound classical
scholar.

c)  He was not, despite his
long years of assiduous
teaching, very profound
classical scholar.

d)  He is not, despite his long
years of assiduous teaching, a
very profound classical
scholar.

Correct Answer
He is not, despite his long years of assiduous teaching, a very profound classical scholar.
129)

a)  They then met the Head
and were shown up the school.

b)  They then met the Head and
were shown off the school.

c)  They then met the Head and
were shown out the school.

d)  They then met the Head and
were shown over the school.

Correct Answer
They then met the Head and were shown over the school.
130)

a)  Like an electric lamp that
goes brighter and whiter just
before it burns itself out.

b)  Like an electric lamp that
goes brighter and whiter just
before it burns itself off.

c)  Like an electric lamp that
goes brighter and whiter just
before it burns itself up.

d)  Like an electric lamp that
goes brighter and whiter just
before it burns itself away.

Correct Answer
Like an electric lamp that goes brighter and whiter just before it burns itself out.
131)

a)  Chips hadn't known anything
about this.

b)  Chips hasn't known nothing
about this.

c)  Chips hadn't know nothing
about this.

d)  Chips hadn't knew anything
about this.

Correct Answer
Chips hadn't known anything about this.
132)

a)  Never before Cordova was
so prosperous, Andalusia very
rich and the state so
triumphant.

b)  Never before Cordova was
so prosperous, Andalusia so
rich and the state so
triumphant.

c)  Never before was Cordova
so prosperous, Andalusia very
rich and the state so triumphant.

d)  Never before Cordova was
so prosperous, Andalusia very
rich and the state as triumphant.

Correct Answer
Never before was Cordova so prosperous, Andalusia very rich and the state so triumphant.
133)

a)  As soon as you open a
culture plate, you are asking
for trouble.

b)  As soon as you open a
culture plate than you are
asking for trouble.

c)  As soon as you open a
culture plate then you are
asking for trouble.

d)  No sooner you open a
culture plate than you are
asking for trouble.

Correct Answer
As soon as you open a culture plate, you are asking for trouble.
134)

a)  "I once thrashed him of
climbing down to the
gymnasium roof."

b)  "I once thrashed him to
climbing out to the gymnasium
roof."

c)  "I once thrashed him for
climbing on to the gymnasium
roof."

d)  "I once thrashed him at
climbing for to the gymnasium
roof."

Correct Answer
"I once thrashed him for climbing on to the gymnasium roof."
135)

a)  As the casue of the
disturbance came nearer and
nearer, the mountain would
rise higher and higher.

b)  As the cause of the
disturbance come nearer and
nearer, the mountain would
raise higher and higher.

c)  As the cause of the
disturbance came nearer and
near, the mountains would
raise higher and higher.

d)  As the cause of the
disturbance came nearer and
nearer , the mountain would
raise high and higher.

Correct Answer
As the casue of the disturbance came nearer and nearer, the mountain would rise higher and higher.
136)

a)  Lister's aim was the
prevention of disease.

b)  Lister aim is the
prevention of disease.

c)  Listers' aim has the
prevention of disease.

d)  Listers aim had the
prevention of disease.

Correct Answer
Lister's aim was the prevention of disease.
137)

a)  Life can exist only in a
narrow belt where the
temperature is neither to hot
nor too cold.

b)  Life can exist only in a
narrow belt where the
temperature neither too hot nor
too cold.

c)  Life can exist only in a
narrow belt where the
temperature is neither too hot
too cold.

d)  Life can exist only in a
narrow belt where the
temperature is neither too hot
nor too cold.

Correct Answer
Life can exist only in a narrow belt where the temperature is neither too hot nor too cold.
138)



a)  Chips did not hold at all
this modern newness and
freedom.

b)  Chips did not hold with all
this modern newness and
freedom.

c)  Chips did not hold of all
this modern newness and
freedom.

d)  Chips did not hold by all
this modern newness and
freedom.

Correct Answer
Chips did not hold with all this modern newness and freedom.
139)

a)  The boy should make
himself cultivate a poise and
calm that smothers the fidgets.

b)  The boy should make
himself to cultivate a poise and
calm that smothers the fidgets.

c)  The boy should make
himself cultivates a poise and
calm that smothers the fidgets.

d)  The boy should make
himself cultivate a poise and
calm that smothers the fidgets.

Correct Answer
The boy should make himself cultivate a poise and calm that smothers the fidgets.
140)

a)  But then he comes by an
exaggerating family.

b)  But then he comes down an
exaggerating family.

c)  But then he comes of an
exaggerating family.

d)  But then he comes up an
exaggerating family.

Correct Answer
But then he comes of an exaggerating family.
141)

a)  His walk that was just
beginning to break out a
stumble.

b)  His walk that was just
beginning to break down a
stumble.

c)  His walk that was just
beginning to break into a
stumble.

d)  His walk that was just
beginning to break for a
stumble.

Correct Answer
His walk that was just beginning to break into a stumble.
142)

a)  Cholera I had with serve
complications; and diphtheria I
seemed to have been born with.

b)  Cholera I had with serve
complications; and diphtheria
I seemed to have been born.

c)  Cholera I had with serve
complications; and diphtheria I
seemed to have been borned.

d)  Cholera I had with serve
complications; and diphtheria I
seemed to have been born by.

Correct Answer
Cholera I had with serve complications; and diphtheria I seemed to have been born with.
143)

a)  After rising the
temperature  above
boiling point, he found that no
bacteria was left alive.

b)  After rising the
temperature  above
boiling point, he found that no
bacteria were left alive.

c)  After rising the temperature 
 above boiling point, he

founded that no bacteria were
left alive.

d)  After rising the
temperature  above
boiling point, he found that no
bacteria was left alive.

Correct Answer
After rising the temperature  above boiling point, he found that no bacteria were left alive.
144)

a)  It was not just modesty that
made him to say this.

b)  It was not just modesty that
made him to saying this.

c)  It was not just modesty that
made him to said this.

d)  It was not just modesty
that made him say this.

Correct Answer
It was not just modesty that made him say this.
145)

a)  This lesson should help you
understand how the use of
scientific methods have
improved living conditions.

b)  This lesson should help you
to understand how the use of
scientific methods have
improved living conditions.

c)  This lesson should help
you understand how the use of
scientific methods has
improved living conditions.

d)  This lesson should help you
understand how has the use of
scientific methods have
improved living conditions.

Correct Answer
This lesson should help you understand how the use of scientific methods has improved living conditions.
146)

a)  What had happened were
that they had missed to meet
Christopher during the
unfortunate two-day detour.

b)  What had happened was that
they had missed meeting
Christopher during the
unfortunate two-day detour.

c)  What had happened was that
they has missed to meet
Christopher during the
unfortunate two-day detour.

d)  What has happened was
that they had missed to meet
Christopher the unfortunate
two-day detour.

Correct Answer
What had happened was that they had missed meeting Christopher during the unfortunate two-day detour.
147)

a)  Each of the chemical
antiseptics was more harmful
to the leucocytes than to the
germs.

b)  Each of the chemical
antiseptics were more harmful
to the leucocytes than to the
germs.

c)  Each of the chemical
antiseptics have been more
harmful to the leucocytes than to
the germs.

d)  Each of the chemical
antiseptics is more harmful to
the leucocytes than to the
germs.

Correct Answer
Each of the chemical antiseptics was more harmful to the leucocytes than to the germs.
148)

a)  I was faced with alternative
of either evicting the books or
else leaving them in sole,
undisturbed tenancy.

b)  I was faced with alternate
of either evicting the books or
else leaving them in sole,
undisturbed tenancy.

c)  I was faced with alternative
of either evicting the books nor
else leaving them in sole,
undisturbed tenancy.

d)  I was faced with alternative
of neither evicting the books or
else leaving them in sole,
undisturbed tenancy.

Correct Answer
I was faced with alternative of either evicting the books or else leaving them in sole, undisturbed tenancy.
149)

a)  He must be kind for them. b)  He must be kind at them. c)  He must be kind to them. d)  He must be kind on them.

Correct Answer
He must be kind to them.
150)

a)  You ignore my instructions
in way which, in a youngar
man, I should regard rank
insubordination

b)  You ignore my instructions
in a way which, in a youngar
man, I should regard as rank
insubordination

c)  You ignore my instructions
in a way who, in a younger
man, I should regard rank
insubordination

d)  You ignore my instructions
in a way whom, in a youngar
man, I should regard as rank
insubordination

Correct Answer
You ignore my instructions in a way which, in a youngar man, I should regard as rank insubordination



151)

a)  He worn his gown till it was
almost very tattered to hold
together.

b)  He wore his gown till it was
almost too tattered to hold
together.

c)  He wear his gown till it was
almost very tattered to hold
together.

d)  He wore his gown till it
was almost to tattered to hold
together.

Correct Answer
He wore his gown till it was almost too tattered to hold together.
152)

a)  But just too long for anyone
to believe him capable for ever
being much. More.

b)  But just too long for anyone
to believe him capable on ever
being much. More.

c)  But just too long for anyone
to believe him capable of ever
being much. More.

d)  But just too long for anyone
to believe him capable with
ever being much. More.

Correct Answer
But just too long for anyone to believe him capable of ever being much. More.
153)

a)  The contribution of a dollar
from each Chinese would make
roughly 800 millions dollars.

b)  The contribution of a dollar
from each Chinese would
make rough 800 millions
dollars.

c)  The contribution of a dollar
from each Chinese could make
roughly 800 millions dollar.

d)  The contribution of an dollar
from each Chinese would make
roughly 800 million dollars.

Correct Answer
The contribution of an dollar from each Chinese would make roughly 800 million dollars.
154)

a)  One of the most important
problems in the growth of cities
have been to provide sufficient
water to meet the many needs
of ever increasing population.

b)  One of the most important
problems in the growth of
cities have been to provide
sufficient water to meet the
many need of ever increasing
population.

c)  One of the most important
problems in the growth of
cities has been to provide
sufficient water to meet the
many needs of ever increasing
population.

d)  One of the most important
problem in the growth of cities
have been to provide sufficient
water to meet the many needs
of ever increasing population.

Correct Answer
One of the most important problems in the growth of cities has been to provide sufficient water to meet the many needs of ever increasing
population.
155)

a)  All her ideas and opinions
she poured into to Chips.

b)  All her ideas and opinions
she poured on to Chips.

c)  All her ideas and opinions
she poured out to Chips.

d)  All her ideas and opinions
she poured at to Chips.

Correct Answer
All her ideas and opinions she poured out to Chips.
156)

a)  A man not dependent upon
paper manifestation.

b)  A man not dependent at
paper manifestation.

c)  A man not dependent in
paper manifestation.

d)  A man not dependent to
paper manifestation.

Correct Answer
A man not dependent upon paper manifestation.
157)

a)  Chips, thinking it over a
good many times, always added
to himself that Kathie would
have approved it.

b)  Chips, thinking it of a good
many time, always added to
himself that Kathie would have
approved it.

c)  Chips, thinking it to a good
many times, always added to
himself that Kathie will have
approved it.

d)  Chips, thinking it at a good
many times, always add to
himself that Kathie would
have approve it.

Correct Answer
Chips, thinking it over a good many times, always added to himself that Kathie would have approved it.
158)

a)  Chatteris read for the
names of the old boys killed

b)  Chatteris read out the
names of the old boys killed

c)  Chatteris read into the
names of the old boys killed

d)  Chatteris read over the
names of the old boys killed

Correct Answer
Chatteris read out the names of the old boys killed
159)

a)  His hand had become so
cracked that he can hardly use
his camera.

b)  His hand had become so
cracked that he could hardly
use his camera.

c)  His hand has become so
cracked as he can hardly use
his camera.

d)  His hand had become so
cracked that he could not hardly
used his camera.

Correct Answer
His hand had become so cracked that he could hardly use his camera.
160)

a)  Ralston was glittering by
Firsts and Blues.

b)  Ralston was glittering to
Firsts and Blues.

c)  Ralston was glittering on
Firsts and Blues.

d)  Ralston was glittering with
Firsts and Blues.

Correct Answer
Ralston was glittering to Firsts and Blues.
161)

a)  I turned up my overcoat
collar, settled my sack
comfortably across my
shoulders, and strode off
towards the little square.

b)  I turn up my overcoat
collar, settled my sack
comfortably across my
shoulders, and strode off
towards the little square.

c)  I turned up my overcoat
collar, settle my sack
comfortably across my
shoulders, and strode off
towards the little square.

d)  I turned up my overcoat
collar, settled my sack
comfortably across my
shoulders, and stride off
towards the little square.

Correct Answer
I turned up my overcoat collar, settled my sack comfortably across my shoulders, and strode off towards the little square.
162)

a)  Then he realized that it was
covered with tiny stones.

b)  Then he realize that it was
covered by tiny stones.

c)  Then he realizes that it was
covered by tiny stones.

d)  Then he realized that it was
covered by tiny stones.

Correct Answer
Then he realized that it was covered with tiny stones.
163)

a)  Of course, you know all
the rope.

b)  Of course, you know all the
ropes.

c)  Of course, you knew all the
rope.

d)  Off course, you known all
the rope.

Correct Answer



Of course, you know all the ropes.
164)

a)  Towns and cities today have
water systems that usually
provides water enough for
household use.

b)  Towns and cities today has
water systems that usually
provides water enough for
household use.

c)  Towns and cities today have
water systems who usually
provides water enough for
household use.

d)  Towns and cities today
have water systems that usually
provide water enough for
household use.

Correct Answer
Towns and cities today have water systems that usually provide water enough for household use.
165)

a)  I remember when two-thirds
of the school went down with
German measles.

b)  I remember when two-
thirds of the school went for
with German measles.

c)  I remember when two-
thirds of the school went up
with German measles.

d)  I remember when two-thirds
of the school went off with
German measles.

Correct Answer
I remember when two-thirds of the school went down with German measles.
166)

a)  He made me to write the
sum on a slip and sign my
name in a book.

b)  He made me write the sum
on a slip and sign my name in
a book.

c)  He made me to writing the
sum on a slip and sign my name
in a book.

d)  He made me to wrote the
sum on a slip and to sign my
name in a book.

Correct Answer
He made me write the sum on a slip and sign my name in a book.
167)

a)  He said he would, if they
would refrain to appoint him
officially.

b)  He said he would, if they
would refrain from appoint him
officially.

c)  He said he would, if they
would refrain to appoint him
officially.

d)  He said he would, if they
would refrain to appoint him
officially.

Correct Answer
He said he would, if they would refrain from appoint him officially.
168)

a)  And Merivale was there,
stooping, at him and smiling.

b)  And Merivale was there,
stooping, in him and smiling.

c)  And Merivale was there,
stooping, by him and smiling.

d)  And Merivale was there,
stooping over him and smiling.

Correct Answer
And Merivale was there, stooping over him and smiling.
169)

a)  He spend whole the morning
drawing up potful after potful.

b)  He spent whole the
morning draw up potful after
potful.

c)  He spent the whole morning
drawing up potful after potful.

d)  He spend whole the morning
drawing on potful after potful.

Correct Answer
He spent the whole morning drawing up potful after potful.
170)

a)  There was a more genuine
friendliness among master and
boy.

b)  There was a more genuine
friendliness among master and
boy.

c)  There was a more genuine
friendliness between master and
boy.

d)  There was a more genuine
friendliness among master and
boy.

Correct Answer
There was a more genuine friendliness between master and boy.
171)

a)  A big iron door stood open
at the side of the private room.

b)  A big iron door stod open
on the side of the private
room.

c)  A big iron door stood open
in the side of the private
rooms.

d)  The big iron door stood open
with the side of the private room.

Correct Answer
A big iron door stood open at the side of the private room.
172)

a)  Not only does he gets a
mighty poor living by the
process, but a mighty poor
education as well.

b)  Not only does he get a
mighty poor living by the
process, but a mighty poor
education as well.

c)  Not only do he get a mighty
poor living by the process, but
a mighty poor education as
well.

d)  Not only he gets a mighty
poor living by the process, but
a mighty poor education as
well.

Correct Answer
Not only does he get a mighty poor living by the process, but a mighty poor education as well.
173)

a)  Her young idealism worked
up his maturity.

b)  Her young idealism worked
out his maturity.

c)  Her young idealism worked
upon his maturity.

d)  Her young idealism
worked at his maturity.

Correct Answer
Her young idealism worked upon his maturity.
174)

a)  Not only has our ways of
living changed, but people
themselves have also been
canged.

b)  Not only was our ways of
living changed, but people
themselves have also been
canged.

c)  Not only have our ways of
living changed, but people
themselves have also been
canged.

d)  Not only our ways of
living changed, but people
themselves have also been
canged.

Correct Answer
Not only have our ways of living changed, but people themselves have also been canged.
175)

a)  And there he was dreaming
of times and incidents.

b)  And there he was dreaming
off times and incidents.

c)  And there he was dreaming
with times and incidents.

d)  And there he was dreaming
on times and incidents.

Correct Answer
And there he was dreaming of times and incidents.
176)

a)  They all asked him
questions, as if he was some
kind of prophet and
encyclopedia combined.

b)  They all asked him
questions, as if he has been
some kind of prophet and
encyclopedia combined.

c)  They all asked him
questions, as if he were some
kind of prophet and
encyclopedia combined.

d)  They all asked him
questions, as if he had some
kind of prophet and
encyclopedia combined.

Correct Answer



They all asked him questions, as if he were some kind of prophet and encyclopedia combined.
177)

a)  That, trivial casue to so
many momenteous
happenings, was the one thing
of which details evaled him.

b)  That, trivial casue of so
much momenteous
happenings, was the one thing
of which details evaled him.

c)  That, the trivial casue of so
many momenteous happenings,
was the one thing of which
details evaled him.

d)  That, the trivial casue at so
more momenteous happenings,
was the one thing of which
details evaled him.

Correct Answer
That, trivial casue to so many momenteous happenings, was the one thing of which details evaled him.
178)

a)  No longer did he have those
slight and ocassional
disciplinary troubles.

b)  No long did he have those
slight and ocassional
disciplinary troubles.

c)  No longer he had those
slight and ocassional
disciplinary troubles.

d)  No longer did he had those
slight and ocassional
disciplinary troubles.

Correct Answer
No longer did he have those slight and ocassional disciplinary troubles.
179)

a)  The other memory gem-
clear when he turned up it.

b)  Another memory gem-clear
when he turned to it.

c)  Another memory gem-clear
when he turned on it.

d)  Another memory gem-clear
when he turned off it.

Correct Answer
Another memory gem-clear when he turned to it.
180)

a)  Chips told he hadn't thought
of it like that.

b)  Chips said he hasn't thought
of it like that.

c)  Chips said he hadn't thought
of it like that.

d)  Chips said he hadn't
thought of it as that.

Correct Answer
Chips said he hadn't thought of it like that.
181)

a)  And these, things that have
mattered for thousands of years
are not going to be snuffed on.

b)  And these, things that have
mattered for thousands of years
are not going to be snuffed off.

c)  And these, things that have
mattered for thousands of
years are not going to be
snuffed in.

d)  And these, things that have
mattered for thousands of years
are not going to be snuffed out.

Correct Answer
And these, things that have mattered for thousands of years are not going to be snuffed out.
182)

a)  The anticipation was
always worst than the reality.

b)  The anticipation was always
the worst than the reality.

c)  The anticipation was
always bad than the reality.

d)  The anticipation was always
worse than the reality.

Correct Answer
The anticipation was always worse than the reality.
183)

a)  Very well, Colley, you
have hundred line.

b)  Very well, Colley, you have
a hundred line.

c)  Very well, Colley, you have
hundred linings.

d)  Very well, Colley, you have
a hundred lines.

Correct Answer
Very well, Colley, you have a hundred lines.
184)

a)  Colley, your father was the
first boy I ever punished when I
had came here twenty-five years
ago.

b)  Colley, your father was
first boy I ever punished
when I came here twenty-five
years ago.

c)  Colley, your father was a
first boy I ever punished when I
had come here twenty-five
years ago.

d)  Colley, your father is the
first boy I ever punished when
I came here twenty-five years
ago.

Correct Answer
Colley, your father is the first boy I ever punished when I came here twenty-five years ago.
185)

a)  "No, not from Pinkerton's,
"I said, seeming to infer that I
came from a rival agency.

b)  "No, not from Pinkerton's,
"I say, seeming to infer that I
come from a rival agency.

c)  "No, not from Pinkerton's,
"I said, seeming to imply that I
came from a rival agency.

d)  "No, not from Pinkerton's, "I
said, seeming to implying that I
came from a rival agency.

Correct Answer
"No, not from Pinkerton's, "I said, seeming to imply that I came from a rival agency.
186)

a)  The ports could not cope
with all the ships bringing the
cargoes.

b)  The ports could not cope to
all the ships bringing the
cargoes.

c)  The ports could not cope at
all the ships bringing the
cargoes.

d)  The ports could not cope on
all the ships bringing the
cargoes.

Correct Answer
The ports could not cope with all the ships bringing the cargoes.
187)

a)  Brookfield boys were
petrolling the line, thinking the
whole business great fun.

b)  Brookfield boys
was petrolling the line, to think
the whole business great fun.

c)  Brookfield boys was
patrolling the line, thinking the
whole business great fun.

d)  Brookfield boys were
patrolling the line, thinking
whole the business great fun.

Correct Answer
Brookfield boys were patrolling the line, thinking whole the business great fun.
188)

a)  The Oxford team including
trained chemists as well as
bacteriologists.

b)  The Oxford team included
trained chemists as well as
bacteriologists.

c)  The Oxford team including
trained chemists as well
bacteriologists.

d)  The Oxford team includes
trained chemists as well as
bacteriologists.

Correct Answer
The Oxford team included trained chemists as well as bacteriologists.
189)

a)  This treatment, though it
was not at once adapted, was
very successful of decreasing
the epidermic.

b)  This treatment, though it is
not at once adopted, was very
successful in decreasing the
epidermic.

c)  This treatment, though it
was not at once adepted, was
very successful in decreasing
the epidermic.

d)  This treatment, though it
was not at once adapted, was
very successful to decreasing
the epidermic.

Correct Answer
This treatment, though it is not at once adopted, was very successful in decreasing the epidermic.



190)

a)  These million off starare
wandering about in space.

b)  These million of stars is
wandering about in space.

c)  These millions of stars are
wandering about in space.

d)  These million of stars are
wandering through space.

Correct Answer
These millions of stars are wandering about in space.
191)

a)  He's very cocksure of
himself.

b)  He's too cocksure about
himself.

c)  He's too cocksure at
him.

d)  He's too cocksure in
himself.

Correct Answer
He's very cocksure of himself.
192)

a)  The other affairs of life
adjusted themselves with
insidious ease.

b)  The other affairs of life
adjusted themselves into
insidious ease.

c)  The other affairs of life
adjusted themselves to
insidious ease.

d)  The other affairs of life
adjusted themselves on
insidious ease.

Correct Answer
The other affairs of life adjusted themselves with insidious ease.
193)

a)  I remember going to the
British Museum one day to
read up the treatment for some
slight ailment.

b)  I remember to go to the
British Museum one day to
read up the treatment for any
slight ailment.

c)  I remember to going to the
British Museum one day to read
up the treatment for some slight
ailment.

d)  I remember going to the
British Museum one day to
read up the treatment of some
slight ailment.

Correct Answer
I remember going to the British Museum one day to read up the treatment for some slight ailment.
194)

a)  Then came news that his
father was among those
rescued.

b)  Then came news that his
father has been between those
rescued.

c)  Then came news that his
father had been among those
rescued.

d)  Then come news that his
father had been between those
rescued.

Correct Answer
Then came news that his father had been among those rescued.
195)

a)  The monthly cast to living
is officially calculated for
every region of the country.

b)  The monthly casting of
living is officially calculated for
every region of the country.

c)  The monthly caste of living
is officially calculated for
every region of the country.

d)  The monthly cost of living
is officially calculated for
every region of the country.

Correct Answer
The monthly cost of living is officially calculated for every region of the country.
196)

a)  He remembered that on eve
of his wedding - day Katherine
had used that same phrase.

b)  He remembered that at eve
of his wedding - day Katherine
had used that same phrase.

c)  He remembered that in eve
of his wedding - day Katherine
had used that same phrase.

d)  He remembered that by eve
of his wedding - day Katherine
had used that same phrase.

Correct Answer
He remembered that on eve of his wedding - day Katherine had used that same phrase.
197)

a)  Chips was not in the running
against that kind of person.

b)  Chips was not in the
running with that kind of
person.

c)  Chips was not in the
running at that kind of person.

d)  Chips was not in the
running on that kind of person.

Correct Answer
Chips was not in the running with that kind of person.
198)

a)  "Having all these hundreds
of boys cooped down here is an
unnatural arrangement.

b)  "Having all these hundreds
of boys cooped up here is an
unnatural arrangement.

c)  "Having all these hundreds
of boys cooped out here is an
unnatural arrangement.

d)  "Having all these hundreds
of boys cooped off here is an
unnatural arrangement.

Correct Answer
"Having all these hundreds of boys cooped up here is an unnatural arrangement.
199)

a)  Someone gave me a check-
book through a wicket and
someone else began telling me
how to write it out.

b)  Someone give me cheque-
book through a wicket and
someone else began telling me
how to write it out.

c)  Someone gave me a
cheque-book through a wicket
and someone began telling me
how to write it out.

d)  Someone gave me a
cheque-book through a wicket
and someone else began saying
me how to write it.

Correct Answer
Someone gave me a cheque-book through a wicket and someone began telling me how to write it out.
200)

a)  He gave a lof of money out
to the people who had hard-
luck story.

b)  He gave a lof of money off
to the people who had hard-
luck story.

c)  He gave a lof of money away
to the people who had hard-luck
story.

d)  He gave a lof of money in
to the people who had hard-
luck story.

Correct Answer
He gave a lof of money away to the people who had hard-luck story.


